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A Killer Modeling Portfolio –
A Step By Step Guide for Models

As an aspiring model, you need 

an amazing modeling portfolio to 

kickstart your career. It’s your 

chance to make a great first 

impression on agencies and 

clients.

It is important for you to put in the effort to get all

aspects of your modeling portfolio right. It’s not only

about shooting your portfolio, there’s a lot more

planning that goes into creating a great portfolio.

Here’s a step-by-step guide for models that explains

how to create a killer modeling portfolio for yourself.

Focus on the type of model you want

to be

While pursuing your passion to become a successful

model, you also need to be realistic and aware of

the stereotypes that are a part of the modeling

industry. In most cases, your body type would define

the kind of assignments you get, as most clients have

a pre-conceived notion of what they feel fits their

brief. For example, its harder for shorter or petite

models to break into fashion modeling. While these

stereotypes are constantly being broken and you

certainly can break them on your way, it helps to be

realistic and honest about your strong points. This

would increase your chances of achieving success

and reduce setbacks and rejections.

Making an informed decision about the type of

modeling you want to pursue would bring clarity and

focus on how you want to shape your modeling

portfolio. For example, as a freelance model you

would need a lot of variations in your portfolio

photoshoot, but as a high fashion model, you would

need to focus on high fashion images.

Good news is that there are a lot of choices that you

can pick from on what kind of model you want to be.

Choosing the right photographer

If you have signed up with a modeling agency, in

most cases, they would offer you to get your shoot

organized for you with a pre-approved

photographer and charge you for it. Chances are

that the photographer that they would use would

probably not be the best professional fashion

photographer that you would want to trust with your

model portfolio book. Fact is, you should ideally not

even be contacting modeling agencies before you

have a properly done well-rounded portfolio in

place.

How about choosing one of your friends to shoot

your portfolio? Again, the answer is NO. Avoid going

with the first, or the most convenient option that

presents itself. Also, if you are choosing your friend just

because you are comfortable getting shot by a

friend, think twice about becoming a model. As a

professional model, you would need the confidence

to take on assignments and work with new people

every day. It’s time to start honing those skills.

Do your own research, study portfolios of models, ask

for referrals and take your time finding the right

photographer for your model portfolio shoot. Have a

look at their photography portfolio website to see

their style of work. Choose a photographer whose

area of expertise and style matches your vision and

style. For example, if you want to become a

freelance model, then a commercial advertising

photographer may be your best bet, as that’s the

kind of work you would be doing the most. It doesn’t

matter whether you get your photoshoot done by

multiple photographers – in fact, it can save you

money and time by choosing the one right

photographer that can deliver on what your vision is.

And finally, do look into the finer details before hiring

the photographer. For example, what’s included in

the package that you are being offered, how many

photos would you get, rates and any extras, will you

get photo prints and/or all digital images.

Practice Posing

Posing as a model in front of a camera is an art unto

itself. The objective may seem simple, but in reality,

it's more complicated than you may realize. In model

photography, you must translate a three-dimensional

object, your body, into the two-dimensional space of

a flat image. Photography poses have to be

learned, something that gets better with practice

and study.

Put together an inspiration board with tear-sheets of

the best model poses that you love. You can also

practice in the mirror. Here is an article on the Best

Model Poses with awesome tips for a great portfolio

for modeling. If you are a male model looking for

professional posing tips and ideas, our article might

give you some inspiration. Choose your outfits

selectively. Clothing is part of the process of a

narrative for any marketing campaign. Your poses

should always make the garments look their best.

Deciding on the type of photos you

need

It’s important to know beforehand exactly the kind of

images you want out of your model portfolio shoot.

Lay down the specifics of photos that you need for a

well-balanced portfolio, for the types of modeling

you are best suited for. Make sure that you get great

portraits, close-ups, and full-body shots as well. Plan

your wardrobe changes to show your versatility

(swimsuits for great body-shots and an evening dress

for those advertising clients).

Convey your brief clearly to the photographer and

discuss things in detail so that both of you are on the

same page on what needs to be achieved from the

photo shoot. In your discussions with your

photographers, decide on the poses, the wardrobe

items, the locations, the looks, themes and concepts

for the photo shoot. A clear understanding goes a

long way on achieving the results that you want from

the photo shoot and insures against any mistakes or

nasty surprises.

Hiring a professional hair and make-

up artist

Although not a must, but its recommended to get a

professional hair and make-up artist for your portfolio

shoot. A professional can add a lot of value to your

model profile and make you look even better with

the right styling of your hair and make-up.

Remember, your model portfolio is your big step

forward and its best to get it right the first time. Your

photographer should be able to recommend a

good make-up artist (any good photographer should

be able to make great recommendations on this).

Again, definitely have a look at the make-up artist’s

portfolio website to get a sense of their style. Always

do have a backup plan (carry your own makeup or

enlist the help of a friend) in case your make-up artist

fails to show up.

Getting the photo shoot right

Make sure that the photographer and you have

scoured the locations beforehand. If you are

shooting indoors only, then make sure that the studio

is well-equipped. You will be depending on your

photographer for this, so do point it out in your

discussions. Also, make sure that the photographer

has allotted you enough time to accomplish

everything and not rush through things.

Get a good night’s sleep before 

the shoot day and arrive a little 

early on the location. Make sure 

that you are calm and not 

stressed out. Remember, even a 

tiny hint of nerves shows through 

in the final images.



A Killer Modeling Portfolio –
A Step By Step Guide for Models

Choosing the perfect images for your

model portfolio

After your photo shoot, its time to get down to the

process of choosing the right images to build your

modeling portfolio. Balance your choices and focus

on getting both versatility and quality. Don’t end up

choosing multiple images in the same pose or

wardrobe. Make sure you select head-shots with and

without you smiling, full-length shots and 3/4 length

shots.

Your portfolio should have between 10-20 images –

make sure you pick absolutely the best of the best

images that cover all your facets. Do discuss your

selection with your photographers and take her

advice, but remember that finally, it’s your selection.

All your portfolio shots should be high-quality,

stunning and stand-out images that make a great

first impression.

Get a printed modeling portfolio book

A printed portfolio still comes in handy if you are

meeting someone (remember that you would be

meeting a LOT of people). This gives the other person

a tangible, real thing to go through while you are

there with them. Typically, a printed portfolio is 8” x

10” size (other common sizes are 8.5 x 11, 9 x 12, 11 x

14), but preferences may vary depending on which

city you are in. Make sure you have pristine, high-

quality prints placed inside a high-quality portfolio

book. Do not miss out on the small but important

details.

Create your online modeling portfolio

website

Print portfolios are great for face to face meetings,

but you cannot be present everywhere. Chances

are that most agencies and clients will end up seeing

your portfolio online. This is where your portfolio

website comes in. Make sure that you choose the

right platform your portfolio website that lets you

achieve the unique style that best represents your

personality. Your modeling portfolio website needs to

be not just stunning but functional as well.

• Make sure that your model portfolio website

covers all these important points:

• Works well on mobile devices

• Has a minimal, clean and modern design that

focuses on showcasing your portfolio in the best

way possible.

• Loads fast and is clutter-free

• Showcases your images in beautiful grids for a

quick overview but also enables viewers to

enlarge images to have a closer look.

• Includes a stats page as agencies and clients

would need that information.

• Includes an “About Me” page and tell about

yourself, who you are as a person, your

achievements and story.

• If you have videos and commercials, do include

them on your website.

• Have clear contact information, make it easy for

people to reach you.

• Connect with your social media account and start

a blog as well – tell behind-the-scene stores, show

off your character and who you are as a person

Your modeling portfolio website is going to represent

to in front of agencies and clients and needs to

make a great impression of you.

Start marketing yourself

Now, it should be your biggest priority to get your

modelling portfolio in front of the right agencies and

clients. It's definitely much easier with an online

modeling portfolio website – wherein you can share

the link to your portfolio website with anyone. You

also need to start using social media – Instagram,

Twitter, Facebook to get spotted. Also, create your

profile on websites such as Model Mayhem, Fashion

Model Directory, One Model Place – these can also

get you the right exposure.

Canva has loads of free content for social media.

Create fun posts on a daily basis.

Update your model portfolio regularly

While getting into the fashion industry may seem like

an impossible challenge, it has never been easier to

get discovered in today's socially connected world.

The important thing is to master the craft and build

an audience.

Then network with professionals and work your way

up in the fashion world. It is very important that you

update your professional portfolio website with the

latest content - newer photoshoots and campaigns.

Keeping everything updated on your website on a

regular basis helps modeling agencies forward your

latest images to the clients, so they can make a final

decision.

PPMC Magazine can help you 

with design and printing of 

personalised modeling portfolios, 

as well as online model 

portfolios, request quotation from 

ppmc.news@gmail.com or 

WhatsApp Salome on 

0745872156
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DENZIL PILLAY DESIGN'S have just launched a new

men's winter/fall collection which is called the

AMORY MENS COLLECTION.

My new men's fashion line is 

called "The Amory Men's 

Collection which focuses on the 

African theme , infused  with 

African tribal embroidery with a 

blend of high- end Fashion.

My new line has a theme which is The Reviving of

small businesses during the Covid Pandemic.

The fashion shoot and fashion film was not only a

platform to showcase my garments, but to give

aspiring models the chance to see/reach their

potential and all 10 models have received goodie

bags from our sponsors.

The aim of sponsors and goal was for each model to

promote the company on all social media platforms.

The fashion industry is not a easy industry to break

through it comes with a lot of hard work, dedication

and also challenges , the purpose of my creativity

through fashion design is to not only sell my garments

but to get them out their for the world to see.

By creating these garments with an intention to

make my models feel confident, brave and powerful

men, I believe men have insecurities as well and it's

time for men to embrace who they are regardless

on how society labels them to be .

Tell us something about your background?

I was born and bred in Kimberley which is in the

Northern Cape, I relocated to Cape Town in 2009

where I started my first job as a sales representative

at a Cellular Company I loved my day job but things

started to fall apart in 2013 when I met up in a car

accident which was nearly fatal.

I broke my scapular bone and was off from work for

about 50 days , I returned to work but then

developed a fear for driving and could not

concentrate to well on the road everything was

going down hill I then discovered the passion and

love for Make Up Artistry. I started off doing trails on

my friends and neighbours ,watching make up

tutorials had taught me the basics on how to pursue

my passion.

When did you first realize you wanted to pursue a

career as a designer?

In 2017 I was invited to take part in a Fashion Show

called The Winter Wonderland, which was hosted by

Kairos Models it was a fashion show and give back to

the homeless , that is where is started off with fashion

Design is never easy to start a business with no

knowledge. I then took a few sewing classes

attended events to network and gain more

experience on the industry .

What do you love about being a fashion designer?

The thing I love most about being a fashion designer

is meeting new people. With fashion design you get

to not only make beautiful garments but you get to

bring out the beauty and confidence in others

growing up I had a very low self esteem as a person

and I believe with what I do I get to make others feel

good about themselves as we all know self

confidence is key .

If you could go back and tell yourself one thing

before beginning your career what would it be?

If I could go back in time the only thing I would

change is not having the power to not chase my

dreams I know in the past I told myself time and time

again I cannot do it ,but today I stand tall knowing if

you have the correct mindset anything is possible.

What was the biggest rookie mistake you made when

just starting out?

I think my biggest mistake I made while starting out

as a fashion designer is not believing in myself at that

time I was faced with many challenges so I would

say lack of confidence and drive at that time.

Was there ever a moment since showing your first

collection where you just felt like you had arrived?

My first collection was a special moment for me

although I just started out, I feel I can look back and

say I came this far each time I do a collection, I feel

I'm growing not only as a fashion designer but as a

person. I so my best in everything I do because it's all

I have and getting to work with amazing models

photographers and other talented designers is a

blessing.

Who and which things are the inspiration while

creating any design?

Inspiration can hit any time of day I would say my

inspiration would come from my friends I do have

friends that are true fashionistas .

What is fashion for you?

FASHION to me is all about expressing yourself ,

fashion has no rules in a nutshell I would describe

fashion as BOLD, OVER THE TOP, DRAMATIC,

EXPRESSING YOURSELF .

According to you, what are the skills that are

necessary for becoming a successful fashion

designer?

The skills I believe that are necessary would be to

have the knowledge on how to cut and sew those 2

are most important , having the knowledge on how

to draw/sketch a design is a bonus I know not

everyone sketches a design that they create but still

have the talent to do it without sketching.

How do you stay updated with the trends in the

fashion industry?

I stay updated with new trends in the industry by

watching fashion shows but, I'm also a fashion

designer who loves creating my own trends.

How would you define your personal style?

My women's wear is definitely dramatic, bold, I love

flowing lines and bling

Men's wear would be more for the contemporary

man , edgy and classy .

If someone wants to connect with you, where can you

be found?

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Denzil-Pillay-

Designs-100526612122197

Phone: +27 78 169 3826

Credits: MENS WINTER/FALL COLLECTION 2021, NOW 

AVAILABLE  - REVIVING SMALL BUSINESS DURING 

COVID 19.

Designer @denzilpillay703 

MUA @tanika_pillay @keasher_hart 

Hairstylist @theroomkimberley 

Photography Henny Vancentious Kgarebe

Models Mohammed Ismail CaderAustin Luke 

O'BrienStephen MoorcroftKhotso MokekeDesan

TricamZunaid SujeeEugine LoetoJerome Stuurman@

Beads accessories @beadsandmore_kby

Sponsored by

@Mallyromano  @ebbiesfashion @theroomkimberley 

@naturalman.za @bazinga_fitness  @kairos_models  

@beadsandmore_kby



Photographer - Mxoleli Makamba
My name is Mxoleli Makamba. I was born in Tsolo in

a village known as Magutywa in the Eastern Cape,

South Africa. From a very early age I was always

inspired by the natural surroundings of my village, it

was only later in life that I knew what to do with my

visual appreciation for shapes, colours and art in

general. After completing my Diploma in IT, I took

up the camera and I have never looked back.

2021 I started my Studio Company

Instagram.com/bolingo_studios Bolingo means love

in Lingala. Lingala is a Bantu language spoken

through the Democratic Republic of Congo,

Angola and parts of Central African Republic.

For the first in my life photography gave me the

opportunity to relate my story and the

appreciation for my natural environment and my

people through the lens, thus also expressing myself

through the art.

Instagram.com/bolingo_studios



Photographer - Elain Erasmus 
My name is Elain Erasmus and I live in Randfontein.

I'm a Photographer and I love what I do! I have a

number of years of experience in photography. I

completed a few photography courses as well as

Lightroom . I also won awards on Pixoto #1 'Photo of

the day' and various other awards on Pixoto. Pixoto is

the world's largest photo contest where hundreds of

photos contest every day.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

My favorite thing about being a photographer is you

connect with people in a complete unique way with

a camera in your hand and your full attention is on

them. You capture beautiful moments in time it gives

ever lasting memories and always gives joy.

What was your most memorable shoot?

All my photoshoots are special to me and each one

has its own memorable moments..

Are you a full-time photographer?

I'm a full time photographer

What do you do for fun?

My other hobby is to work with children and

teenagers as a youth leader at Church and Sunday

school teacher. I also like to do out door sports like

action Netball, Volleyball and cycling.

What is your favorite quote?

All things is possible Matt 19:26

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

Never turn down an opportunity to be in a photo

with the people you love, someday it will be a

cherished memory.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

http://www.facebook.com/ElainsPhotography

elainsphotography@gmail.com

082-259-1236

#ElainsPhotography



Natalie De Mendonça Pinto

Tell us a little about you! Who you are, where you are

from, etc!

I am Natalie De Mendonça Pinto, born, raised and

currently residing in the beautiful Jacaranda city,

Pretoria. Faith in God, Passionate, driven, a deep

desire to succeed, fun, loving, wife and mother, all

describe me. I strongly believe that falling is not a

sign of failure, it’s part of the journey to success. How

long you stay down, or allow your challenges to

keep you down, or if you ever get up at all, are most

important. “Fall, stand up, dust yourself off, head up,

look forward and move on.”

My team and our services

We consist of a team of 3 makeup artists, a makeup

assistant, a hair stylist and a photographer. We have

a gorgeous little makeup studio, which is fully

equipped and offers safe parking, child friendly,

smoking zone as well as refreshments. (All Covid 19

restrictions are in place and respected). We offer the

following services:

• Makeup and or Hair for all occasions

• Weddings (packages available)

• Engagement parties

• Bridal showers

• Baby showers

• Matric farewells

• All special occasions

• Photo Shoots (packages available)

• Fashion Shows

• Theatre Productions

• Beauty Pageants

• One on one makeup classes

• Makeup workshops

How did you get started?

While sitting in my office one day, at which time I

worked at an embassy, I suddenly had this moment

of reflection and I said to myself, “I don’t want to do

‘this’ for the rest of my life.” I want to have a career

that I can not only be proud of, but something I will

love doing every day. And then I asked myself, ok,

now that I have decided I want to have my own

business one day and do my thing, “What am I

going to do?”

So I asked myself, “what am I passionate about?”

The first thing which popped into my head was

makeup. I remember as a little girl how much hiding I

got for playing with my mum’s makeup. And in spite

of the discipline, I kept doing it (lol). So, I got my

international qualification as a Professional Makeup

Artist, from Kohl Makeup Academy in Pretoria. That’s

where my makeup journey began and when

‘Chique e Glamour’ (glamour is pronounced the

Portuguese way, ‘gla more’) was born.

Do you have any advice you would like to give to

other?

Encouragement for anyone contemplating the

beauty industry “If you do what you love, you’ll never

work a day in your life.” Marc Anthony

I am sure we are all quite familiar with this quote. It is

truly a blessing to be able to do what you love and

get earnings from it. It’s truly the most satisfying

feeling to see the finished transformation, and the

confidence your service gives to the client.

The beauty industry is truly vast, makeup artists, hair

stylists, lash technicians, beauty therapist, massage

therapist, nail technician, and more. Identify which

one you drawn to, if you unsure, you can always

shadow someone in the different fields of the beauty

industry and see first hand what it entails and then

decide. Get your qualification and practice,

practice and practice.

Don’t be afraid at first to do free work in order to

perfect your skills and get experience, also you are

building your portfolio at the same time. A very

important tip I can give you, is to never ever

compare your skills and work negatively to already

experienced makeup artists, celebrity makeup artist

and influencers on YouTube and Instagram.

Why? Been there and done that, all it does is make

you feel bad about yourself and bring you down. It’s

good and important to have role models in the

industry, those who encourage and inspire you, but

remember it took them the length of their career to

get to where they are and be as good as they are

today.

Follow your heart and chase your dreams. Don’t

allow anyone to discourage you with negativity.

Many will tell you that you can’t, that you don’t have

what it takes, that you too old or young, but don’t

allow those negative words to enter your mind and

cause self - doubt. People will often attempt to

discourage you from going after and achieving your

dreams, because they are intimated by your

passion, drive and hard work, so just keep going.

You have an incredible career – what have been

your highlights?

• Getting front row tickets to the Sir John

(BEYONCE‘s MAKEUP ARTIST) Makeup Masterclass,

meeting him and having dinner with him. (he

follows me on Instagram lol)

• Being in charge of putting together the beauty

team (hair and makeup), and being the lead

makeup artist for a theatre production by SAFATA

and WINDMILL PRODUCTIONS – Dreams –

Roodepoort Theatre

• Being part of a Wedding Guide photo shoot and

having my work published in the magazine

• Doing makeup for Diana Haasbroek, Mrs SA top

50 finalist

• Starting my YouTube channel

What has been the biggest challenge of your

career?

One of the biggest challenges I had and still am

facing is the perception that, only a white mua can

do makeup on a white person and only a black mua

can do makeup on a black person. So this for me is a

big problem, because when I get to a gig, the client

will look at me shocked and immediately ask “so you

know how to do makeup on white people / Black

people?” or “Do you have a foundation for my

skin?” and immediately I can feel that there is this

doubt in my ability and skills as a mua.

This is not a race issue, it’s a perception that people

are left with because that is how it is with hair stylist.

Not every hair stylists is able to work with ethnic or

Caucasian hair and so people think it’s the same for

makeup. However, in general at makeup schools,

we are given limited foundation colours and taught

how to mix foundation. We also never do makeup

on ourselves, we do makeup on every skin tone and

race group.

I have spoken to other makeup artists who

experience the same thing. It’s a challenge because

it has caused me to loose bookings. I hope that

maybe through this article the record can be set

straight.

Where do you get your inspiration from?

Everything chic and glamorous inspires me. Colour

for me is a big thing!!! I love love love colour! But

there’s a vast range of things from which I pull

inspiration. For example, I can look at a dress and

get inspiration for a look, patterns can inspire too, big

beautiful eyes is a great inspiration. When a client

gives me a specific theme, I will do my research for

different pics of makeup for that theme, I won’t copy

the look as is, but just use it for inspiration to create

my own look or what the client wants.

What is beauty?

Beauty to me doesn’t and shouldn’t have a single

definition. It is what I want, or see it to be. It is all skin

tones, eye and hair colour, any height and shoe size,

any bust and waist number. More importantly

‘beauty is skin deep’. The beauty on the inside glows

on the outside.

What is your favorite celebrity makeup look and

why? ...

Currently my favourite celebrity makeup look is

Jennifer Lopez unicorn Barbie look which was

created by David Velasquez for her ‘In the morning’

music video in 2020. As I mentioned before I love

colour and that’s what I love about this look, is that

gorgeous purple (my favourite colour) and pink on

the eyes. Usually celebrities will go for a very natural

type look, so seeing a celebrity being so bold and

using bright colours just makes my heart so happy.

Can you give us any insight into your creative

process and how you conceptualise a look?

So generally after discussing with the client what

type of look they want or what the theme of the

event they attending is, I will decide what will be the

focus point of the look; the eyes, cheeks or mouth,

Then I will research some makeup looks around that

theme but always considering the clients’ face and

the colours. I will very often depending on the look,

try it out beforehand, to see how the look will turn out

all put together.

That is when I will make changes and see how the

colours work together, I will dedicate time to the look

until I’m happy and know the client will be too.

When necessary or at the clients request, I will do a

trial with the client where final changes or touches

will be added.

Who is your style icon?

Jennifer Lopez seems like the obvious choice for me.

Her choice in clothes, whether it’s for a red carpet

event or a music video, is never predictable. Even

when she wears something risky or very sexy, she

keeps it elegant and sophisticated. Her dressing is

always chic and she knows what works with her body

shape. She can wear any colour and make it work.

She keeps her makeup always looking natural but

sultry, and then every now and then she will surprise

us with something bold, like her unicorn Barbie look in

2020. What I love most about her is that she remains

elegant and keeps her dressing very clean (never

vulgar).

What, in your opinion, is the most important quality in

a Makeup Artist? ...

Their ability to make a woman feel beautiful not just

on the outside, but on the inside as well, through

their work.



Natalie De Mendonça Pinto
What three makeup item should no woman leave

home without?

• Wet wipes and tissues

• Lip balm/gloss

• Face powder

What is the most important beauty advice that you

can give to women?

• Have a good daily skin care routine

• Get enough sleep

• Drink enough water

If you woke up tomorrow and gained any one ability

or quality, what would you want it to be?

The ability to redefine “beauty” from the definition

which the beauty industry took upon themselves to

set for the world. 12 and 13 year old are going on

crazy unhealthy diets, 15 year olds committing

suicide due to bullying because they told they are

ugly, kids with a desire to be models or actors who

go into a depression due to rejection because of

how the don’t look… all this because of the definition

that has been attached to beauty. Beauty has been

given a colour, size, hair texture, height and so on,

and it’s effecting the kids of our world so negatively.

Where do you see yourself in the next 5 years?

I want to have my own makeup brand of makeup

and brushes being successfully sold. A larger beauty

studio offering all beauty services. That Chique e

Glamour be the household name regarding beauty.

What is your idea of happiness and success?

Happiness to me is a complete and utter feeling of

contentment with my life, career and family. Even if

I’m not yet where I want to be, but I’m pleased with

where I am.

Success is a personal thing, in that I believe it means

something different to each person. To me, I was

successful in starting my business, in putting my name

out there, starting my YouTube channel and social

media accounts, not because I’m famous or have a

big following, but because I took the steps necessary

to do what I needed to. I’m achieving success

because I am reaching each goal I set out to.

If you could visit any place in the world where would

you go? Why?

This is too easy (lol), my dream destination is and

always has been for a very very long time, New York

City. I want to visit NYC only to buy makeup, beauty

products and clothes. I know, I’m such a girl (lol)

Have you ever been bullied? If so, how did you

handle it?

As a child I was teased terribly about my dark skin

colour. I was called things like ‘blacky’, ‘black

cockroach’, I was told that I was ugly, kids said very

mean and hurtful things. I would never actually

respond, I would just run away. I guess I thought they

were right about me being so dark, that was I was

ugly. I would go home and cry terribly. As a result of

all this bullying, I developed a complex around my

complexion. For years I never wore bright colours and

as much as I loved makeup I kept it very neutral.

I had to train myself to believe I was beautiful and

that my skin was beautiful. I slowly with the support of

my family, eventually overcame that complex. But, I

will tell you this, I was strong deep down inside and I

overcame, not everyone does, and bullying really

impacts a persons’ life in a big and deep way.

What keeps you motivated?

My daily motivation is my husband and my kids. They

give me strength, they encourage me, they have

helped me overcome self-doubt and they taught me

to believe in myself and my abilities. I am honestly

very blessed to have them in my life, as my support

team and fan club.

What are your future goals, dreams and plans?

My goal is to see the name Chique e Glamour grow

and be the brand for makeup products and brushes.

To have my name outside a large beautiful salon

where we will offer all beauty, makeup and hair

services. My dream is for my name to be on the map.

Do you have a hidden talent?

Not many people know that I am a sworn Portuguese

interpreter/translator.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

My contact details:
Cell / WA: +27 792 169 320

Facebook: Chique e Glamour 
Makeup Artistry

Instagram: @chiqueeglamour
YouTube: Chique e Glamour Makeup 

Artistry



Photographer - Nicoleen Hugo
I have my own nail salon now for 20 years. I also do

bridal make-up from time to time. I needed a new

challenge and took up photography.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

My favorite thing about photography is being able to

slip into someone else's world for 'n while and getting

that one look, that one moment that you will never

have again. Forgetting about your own world of a

bit.

What was your most memorable shoot?

My most memorable shoot is definitely my first one. I

was nervous and trembling, thinking that none of the

pictures will be in focus. Surprisingly enough there

were some nice pic’s.

Are you a full-time photographer?

I am working towards becoming a full time

photographer.

What do you do for fun?

For fun I like to spend time with my friends and family.

Do you have any other hobbies?

My other hobby is painting. I do oil and acrylic

painting with very loud music playing while I paint.

The music is my way of clearing my mind.

What is your favorite quote?

My favorite quote is.... "Don't wish for it....... Work for it"

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

My advice Wil be, to shut your ears to what people

say you can or can not do..........take your camera

and just start. Go to a workshop or a photo group but

just start.

Nicoleen's Photography

https://www.facebook.com/Nicoleens-Photography-

109841751179806/

+27 83 708 3942

nicoleenphotography@gmail.com

Photographer – Yolanda Minnie

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

My favourite thing about being a photographer is

capturing the raw moments which you will never get

back. Building a personal relationship with every

client is the most import part every session.

What was your most memorable shoot?

My most memorable shoot will be when I got the

opportunity to take photos of a little girl who had the

big C word. She past away less than a year after the

session.

Are you a full-time photographer?

I am not a full time photographer, however I would

love to build my business to do it full time.

What do you do for fun?

I love hiking and being outdoors with my kids for fun. I

am all about making memories.

Do you have any other hobbies?

My other hobbies are designing digital art and also

doing arts and crafts.

What is your favorite quote?

My favourite quote will be “Never a failure, always a

lesson”

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

If I could give an aspiring photographer advise it will

be to never give up. You will have your off days, but

keep standing up and try harder. Practice makes

perfect.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

BloomingOlivePhotography@outlook.com

0712739515

www.facebook.com//BloomingOlivePhotography



Photographer - Tyla Smit 

I am Tyla Smit aka Anrin Photography. I have been a

photographer now for three years and I am honestly

enjoying it. I am a type of photographer that won't

stop until it's 100% perfect. I get down and dirty when

it comes to getting the perfect shot.

I have worked hand in hand with Matapa Maila who

was Mrs South Africa 2019 as well as Marlene Reddy

who was 2016 second princess in Mrs South Africa.

I have also worked with Leone Ras (Stofberg) she

currently has over 151.8k Followers on Tik Tok, I

worked with Celeste Loubser who owns #Momlife on

Facebook, she also has over 210.4k Followers on Tik

Tok. And so many more talents on Tik Tok.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

My favorite part of being a photographer is seeing

how my clients react when they see how beautiful

they are. Every person is being pushed by the

environment and they think they are not pretty

enough or not good enough. I like to show all my

clients that they are all the above and that they do

have what it takes.

What was your most memorable shoot?

Mine are two people Matapa Maila and Danae Van

Der Merwe. Matapa because she is the true Queen.

She is such a pleasure to work with and to have built

an amazing relationship with her. Danae, well this

young lady is only 15 years old and is willing to do just

about anything like climbing in the dam water,

holding a smoke grenade etc.

Are you a full-time photographer?

I am indeed a full- time photographer.

What do you do for fun?

I am always looking for ways to improve my skills as a

photographer. I am also working on a book which

has been quite fun. Yes, I love writing and getting

creative in the writing world.

Do you have any other hobbies?

Boxing!

What is your favorite quote?

Be a pineapple. Stand Tall. Wear a 
crown and be sweet inside.

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

What advice do I have to inspire other

photographers: Don't give up. Never stop

challenging yourself. Think out the box and HAVE

FUN!!!!

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

http://www.anrinphotography.com/

anrinphotography@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/anrinphotography

Photographer - Theoline Damens
My name is Theoline Damens and I was born on the

10 November 1982 in Windhoek Namibia. By

profession I'm a Radio host, for the past 21 years.

Photography has always been a passion shared by

my Dad and Brother and myself. We love capturing

moments. And it's exciting doing it together as a

family.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

My favourite thing of being a 
photographer is capturing those 

special unnoticed moments. When 
people are just being themselves and 
you get to capture them in their most 
purest form of whatever emotion they 

experience at the time.

What was your most memorable shoot?

My most memorable shoot was a traditional wedding

I did for my best friends. Their culture is so beautiful,

and I had the opportunity to experience it through

my lens.

Are you a full-time photographer?

I am not a full time photographer, I do it for fun. I love

decorating interiors too. The mixture of different

colours and lights is captivating.

What do you do for fun?

My favourite quote is 'Fill your life with adventures, not

things. Have stories to tell, not stuff to show’

What is your favorite quote?

My advice to aspiring photographers. Imperfection is

beauty, madness is genius, and it's better to be

absolutely ridiculous than absolutely boring. Think

outside your box.

Take as much pictures as you can ever day, and

allow others to help you, otherwise you might repeat

mistakes for a long time. Invest in a good camera

and different lenses to explore different views. And

don't forget to be Infront of the camera once in a

while.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

theolinedamens@gmail.com
Facebook: 

@theolinecooksonphotography
Instagram: @theoqeee



Photographer - Charmaine Boshoff 
I am a part time photographer, with a love for

photography in general. I love doing wildlife,

landscapes, wildflowers, boudoir, newborns, portraits

and even weddings. Although I do find weddings a

little bit stressful. I am a full-time hairdresser, living and

working in Perth, Western Australia.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

My favourite thing about being a photographer:

being able to help make memories for people to

cherish in years to come and to make woman feel

beautiful, help build their confidence.

What was your most memorable shoot?

My most memorable shoot: was a boudoir shoot that

a husband booked for his wife. She had a tumour

removed from her brain and the after math was

some muscle damage in her face. Making it lightly

droopy on one side. This made her very self

conscious. He wanted her to see herself the way HE

looked at her.

I did her hair and make-up and then helped her get

comfortable in posing for her boudoir shoot. She was

so nervous, but the end result was amazing. After a

few jokes and a glass if wine She started to relax and

just enjoy the experience.

When she received the edits she had tears running

down her face, completely overwhelmed with how

gorgeous she looked. She couldn't stop hugging me.

It was so awesome to be part of her confidence

boost.

What do you do for fun?

What do I do for fun: well... photography of course,

reading, hiking and then fishing with my loving other

half.

What is your favorite quote?

Favourite quote: You must be the change you wish

to see in the world-Gandhi

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

Advise to aspiring photographers: Learn all you can,

read as much as you can, never think you know it all.

Stay humble! Practice, practice, practice!

Charmaine Boshoff 

EXTREME VISION PHOTOGRAPHY 

Website: www.extremevisionphotography.com.au



Beautician & Make-up Artist
- Bianca Naude 

I have a passion for making people look even more

beautiful than they already are. I started with beauty

in 2015 and worked my way up from there practicing

and improving every skill in work.

I registered my own company in September 2019,

BLG KALON where I started working as a freelance

Beautician ,doing Makeup for Photoshoots , Matric

Farewell , Bridal etc. Acrylic Nails, Gel Nails, Waxing

and Tinting, Manicures and Pedicures, Eyelash

Extensions.

Doing beauty is my passion and I am completely

inlove with my work! I have learned to pursue my

dream, you have to constantly learn new methods,

new trends and to listen to what your client need

and want and to always believe in yourself and the

vision you have as every beautician differs and there

are so many beauticians on social media , so you

must find the one thing that makes u stand out from

all the rest.

I am mobile and able to travel to the venue of your

choice ,or else I work from my home by

appointment only.

Contact details

Bianca Naude 084 564 3580

BLGKalonBeauty@Gmail.com

Instagram: BLGKalon

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BLGKalon/

My name is Chantenè van Rensburg, I am a mommy

to a beautiful little boy and a wife to a wonderful

husband. I am a part time photographer and believe

that there is beauty in all we see.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

My favourite thing about being a photographer is

that I can capture memories and beauty that is not

always seen by the human eye.

What was your most memorable shoot?

My most memorable shoot is probably one of the first

shoots I did , capturing my wonderful dad's wedding

with his new wife,. It was so special capturing their

special moments. I love both of them until the end of

time.

Are you a full-time photographer?

I am a part time photographer and for fun I spend

time with my son and husband and I always look for

some unique quirks in nature to capture.

Do you have any other hobbies?

Some of my other hobbies include doing make-up,

painting, doing my nails and cooking for my family.

What is your favorite quote?

My favourite quote is probably the one from Mya

Angelou that says:" Success is liking yourself, liking

what you do and liking how you do it.“

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

Some advise that I would give aspiring

photographers is to never give up and keep

practising. Beauty is in the eye of the beholder.

CONTACT & CREDITS

You can find me on Facebook: @PhotographyCVR,

my cell phone number is 079 637 5956

Credits: Models are Bianca Pretorius, Desiree

Robberts and my beautiful little boy Gerhard van

Rensburg.

MUA: Chantenè van Rensburg

Venue: Riviera on Vaal, Rivier Plaas

Photographer: Chantenè van Rensburg



Photographer - Elize Lombard

Born and bred in the Free State province on a farm in

South Africa. Elize Lombard is an all-round

photographer with more than 35 years of

experience, well known for her fine art and wedding

photography:- The pressure of capturing each

moment keeps her mentally sharp and she produces

some of her best shots when she work instinctively.

Glamour Photography:- Famous models in Sandton,

Freelance for De Kat, Finesse magazine and other for

portret, food etc.

Marketing photo’s for the NWU. Presented Level 1

photography classes at the NWU's creative

department for a few years. I plan to host private

photography classes again next year by popular

demand.

Fine art photographers create art. This type of

photography has no rules and can be of any subject

at all. Having collected thousands of images over

the years, it is time to share the moments captured in

time.

Portrait:- She see a good portrait as a window into

the soul of the subject, a gateway into a culture, and

a glimpse into a moment in time.

When it comes to composition, depth of field, timing,

colour and contrast, she don’t believe in over-

processing her photographs.

Being a South-African photographer for a couple of

decades, Elize truly understands and cherishes the

true and unmatched beauty of the South African

landscape, seascape and wildlife. Renowned for its

varied topography, great natural beauty, and

cultural diversity, all of which have made the country

a favorite photographic destination.

“Photography is a way of feeling, of touching, of

loving. What you have caught on film is captured

forever… It remembers little things, long after you

have forgotten everything.”

— Aaron Siskind

Hobbies:- Sculpture and abstract painting. As child

her father taught her to make animals with clay and

from there on she was hooked.

My advice to novice photographers is: -

Whether you’ve just purchased your first DSLR and

want to learn the basics or are looking for simple

ways to update your existing photography skills, there

is tips that should help you build a strong foundation.

Keep in mind, however, that photography is an art

you’ll never really be ‘done’ learning.

To practice often, make mistakes and 
be open to learning from others, 
whether they’re well-established 

photographers or newcomers to the 
craft.

0822552217 
lombardelize@gmail.com



LEGION - Hip Hop Recording Artist 

I go by the Name LEGION and I am A Hip Hop

Recording Artist, Graphic Designer, Visual Artist,

Photographer, Martial Artist and Entrepreneur, I

started rapping at the age of 12 and recorded my

first song at the age of 16 which eventually led to

me releasing my Debut EP in 2016 titled ArchAngel,

my journey has been a fruitful on with many ups and

downs.

What has been the highlight of your career?

The biggest highlights of my career have been

performing at the 2019 Klerksdorp Spring Festival,

being the opening act for artists such as Sjava,

Kwesta, Donald and Prince Kaybee.

Who are your biggest influences?

My biggest influence is American rapper Eminem,

and I am also influenced by artists such as Jay Z,

Kanye West, Michael Jackson, Slipknot, Corey

Taylor, Nas and Many others.

How have you developed your career?

I have developed my career by constantly staying

focused on the goal at hand, as well as always

marketing myself on Social Media as well as

everywhere I go and also ensuring I make top

quality music.

What are you most proud of to date?

I am most proud of the relationship I have

developed with my manager as well as the

producers and artists I have collaborated with over

the years and the support I have gotten from my

family.

If you were to completely start over again from day

dot, what would you do differently?

I think I would probably believe in myself more, and

also not let criticism get to me as much as it did in

my early career and also maybe not make some of

the decision I did in my personal life.

What accomplishments do you see yourself

achieving in the next five to 10 years?

I see myself having released 3 platinum selling

Albums, countless Platinum selling Singles, Millions of

Views on YouTube, maybe having done 6 World

tours, and My Company Arch Legacy being one of

the biggest Corporations in the world.

Which skills have you gained that help you perform

effectively?

Well breath control has always been key to my

performances, I have also leant to control and

chance my voice in between verse, as well as use

accents from time to time, and I am also learning a

little dancing now.

Tell me about your favorite performance in your

career.

The 2019 Spring Festival was an amazing

performance I put the video out on YouTube

recently and I must say I had so much fun on that

stage and also I was debuting songs that will be on

my up comings LP.

What's your process for dealing with performance

anxiety?

Usually I drink lots of water before going on stage

and sometimes during the performance and do

breathing exercises, also my Signature catch phrase

before I start verses is "I am Posiden's rage" this helps

calm me down as well as instil Godlike Energy in me

on stage and on my recordings.

What advice would you have for someone wanting

to follow in your footsteps?

Always believe in yourself, trust your talent, keep

working at it, take every opportunity you can get,

and never give up your dream while you purse

financial freedom.

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Instagram 

http://www.instagram.com/legion_darkstar/

Facebook

http://www.facebook.com/legiondetenator/

Twitter

http://www.twitter.com/legion_darkstar/

Photographer - Melissa Keet
I'm Melissa Keet, the owner and lead photographer

at In The Moment Photography. We are based in

Cullinan, Gauteng, and we specialize in lifestyle and

portrait photography. I am 22 years old, and I run ITM

alongside my mom.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

My favorite thing, is to meet new people and be

there for the most intimate moments in their lives.

What was your most memorable shoot?

Our first 'big' wedding, Hanno and Mariché Seegers,

14 March 2020. There was so much laughter and fun

moments during the event, and we are still friends to

this day.

Are you a full-time photographer?

We are currently doing it part-time, because we are

still trying to make a name for ourselves.

What do you do for fun?

I listen to music, draw and paint. I'm also a huge

bookworm and video game nerd.

Do you have any other hobbies?

I love cooking and baking, and also doing styling

and makeup for friends and family.

What is your favorite quote?

"It doesn't matter how hard you fall, it's all about how

much you get up. Never stay down, even if it means

that you have to crawl until you can walk again."

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

Just stay true to your style, and keep improving and

learning. You're never too old to learn.

Socials:

https://melissakeet.wixsite.com/itmphotography

https://www.facebook.com/itmphotographysa/



LilMiss Glam Modeling 

LilMiss Glam Modeling was founded in 2018 by

international model and national beauty queen

Vonani Shikwambana. We train young aspiring

models to be the best models they can be… we aim

not only to turn them into confident models but, look

at all aspects of development for both young and

adults.

We not only a modeling academy that helps aspiring

models graduate into professional models, but an

organization that encourages females of all ages to

be the best version of themselves in whatever

discipline that is.

We are all about development of new 
skills, self-confidence, deportment, 
public speaking, and basic life skills  

in both general and corporate  world, 
while instilling the spirit of giving to the 

less fortunate to restore hope that 
may have been lost.

Our services includes:

• Pageantry/ Catwalk

• Manners and Etiquette

• Ramp skills & walking

• Public speaking & Interviews

• Health care & Fitness

• Tips of the trade

• Posture & style

• Photographic Modeling

• Make-up, Hair & nails

• Specialized workshop

• Preparing for competitions

• Catalogue modeling

• Personal growth and more…

While Lilmissglam’s focus is to empower the youth, we

also teach young individuals all about the modeling,

pageant, and media industries, we have had many

success stories since we’ve started. Our most recent

(Miss Bushbukridge 2020), (Mini Miss Mpumalanga

2020), (Miss Sa Teenager finalist and also Miss

Mpumalanga Summer Glitz 2020), (Miss Teen World

finalist 2021) and we have graduated 3 of our models

so far...

With this organization came a lot of responsibilities...

to give to those in need. we first started by giving

back to the most neglected which is "mother earth"

we started an organization called (the greener

hearts development) with this we raise awareness to

help protect mother earth, also donate and plant

trees. followed by (the pink cup challenge) we raise

anything from toys, money, clothes, and food to give

to those in need our most visits are children's home

for the vulnerable, (the winter blanket drive) we rise

blankets and give to those staying in the streets to

stay warm during winter.

Below are all our social media links and contact

details:

Facebook: @veinahthemodelacademy

Instagram: @ lilmissglam_modelling

Email: lilmissglam@webmail.co.za

Tel: 065 815 1719

We are based in  Mpumalanga (Bushbukrige) and 

(Phalaborwa), Limpopo (Tzaneen), Gauteng 

(pretoria)  and Mozambique (Maputo).

Photographer - Leandi Oosthuizen

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

My favorite thing about being a photographer is that

every person you meet is unique and special in their

own way that makes every photo you take special.

What was your most memorable shoot?

My most memorable shoot was on my uncle's farm

between the trees. The fresh smell, the colours , you

just feel so alive and free.

Are you a full-time photographer?

part time

What do you do for fun?

I love playing around with my camera.

Do you have any other hobbies?

My hobbies are sublimation and I love being a mom.

What is your favorite quote?

One more photo please. I can't stop taking photos

when I start.

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

My advice would be there is no ugly photo each one

of them are unique in their own way, believe in

yourself , you are good enough to be a

photographer and enjoy every moment you have

your camera in your hands,

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

0605783843

leandioosie029@gmail.com



Fashion designer – VICSION
Victor Otlotleng Galeboe

My name is Victor Otlotleng Galeboe, I am originally

from TAUNG in the North west, born on the 13th of

November 1988, I started to have interest in fashion

since I was 15 years of age.

I used to attend all local fashion shows and beauty

contest, then one year after my Matric I started to

take lessons in fashion designing because I wanted

to show people the vision that I have in fashion, 2007 I

moved to Soshanguve in Pretoria , because I knew

that I can make it big here in Gauteng since almost

everyone here in PTA is more into fashion and style.

VICSION is a clothing brand offering services in

tailoring and designing unique exclusive clothing.

My Sense Of Style

Morden, edgy with a touch of vintage.

I cater for both males and females.

VISION

My vision is to bring beauty to people's everyday

lives.

MISSION

To become a respectable company in the world by

offering high fashionable and quality clothing.

WORK EXPERIENCE

• I showcased my work at Gauteng Youth Expo

• Fashion Kapitol

• Mozambique fashion week

I have dressed up the likes of

• Vukosi Mashele (Number Munber and The Queen)

• Connet Mamabolo (Skeemsam)

• Thulani Shange (Uzalo)

PHOTO CREDIT

Leon Krige

Franko Nel

Pro photography

Case V photography 

Email vicsionwear@gmail.com

Facebook: @Vicsion

Instagram: @vicsion1988

Twitter: @vicsionwear

5 Steps to Becoming a 

Fashion Designer
Step 1

Complete a degree program

In order to get a foot in the door of this competitive

industry, hopeful fashion designers need to hone their

skills through a degree program. Students interested in

the field can earn an associate’s or bachelor’s

degree in fashion design, where they take courses in

computer-aided fashion design, the history of fashion,

textiles, figure drawing, and pattern making.

Fashion designers may also complete degrees in

fashion merchandising to train for a job, which has a

curriculum that covers merchandise planning, retail

sales promotion, consumer behaviour, retail

management, and product development.

Step 2
Sharpen skills with hands-on 

experience

In order to sharpen the skills needed to execute a

design from an idea to the finished product, students

need to get practice outside of the classroom.

This hands-on learning can be achieved by

participating in an internship program with a design

firm, clothing manufacturer, or personal stylist. In

addition, students can get experience by

volunteering for a fashion house.

Step 3
Learn the business of fashion

Behind the creative flair of the fashion industry is the

business acumen needed to keep a company

running. In addition to learning the creative side of the

field, students should also familiarize themselves with

what goes on behind the scenes—such as finance,

sales, and marketing—particularly if they want to

have their own fashion business.

Step 4
Put together a portfolio

In order for future fashion 

designers to show off their talent 

to potential employers, they have 

to create a portfolio 

demonstrating their skills and 

creative sensibilities. 

Students can fill their portfolio with the work they’ve

done during their degree program, so it’s important

for them to treat every assignment as if they were

going to show their work to a future boss.

Portfolios allow people to show off a range of skills,

including their sketching, sewing, and pattern making

abilities.

Step 5
Keep up with the trends

The fashion industry changes from season to season,

so it’s important for designers to keep abreast of the

trends. This can be done by regularly reading industry

journals and magazines.

Designer institutions in South 

Africa:

• CTCFD - Cape Town College of Fashion Design

• North West School of Design

• LISOF

• Spero Villioti Elite Design Academy

• Studio 05 Fashion School

• Design Academy of Fashion

• Elizabeth Galloway Academy of Fashion

• Fedisa

• Inscape

• The Design School Southern Africa

• Cape Peninsula University of Technology

• Durban University of Technology

• Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University

• Tshwane University of Technology (Arts Campus)

• University of Johannesburg

"Style is the only thing you can’t buy. It’s not

in a shopping bag, a label, or a price tag. It’s

something reflected from our soul to the

outside world—an emotion.”— Alber Elbaz



Photographer - Lindsey Lottering



Photographer - Lindsey Lottering
Hi, I am Lindsey Lottering. A full-time teacher and

part time photographer. I am 48 years old with a

drive and passion for people and photography. I

have been taking photos with a more professional

approach since about 2005. My first camera was a

Pentax but then I moved over to Nikon and haven't

turned back.

My favourite camera is the Nikon D850 and Nikon Z7

with the 24 -70mm. I am was a child and family

photographer for many years but have focused my

drive more on weddings of late and

couples/engagements as well as matric dance

functions.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

One of my favourite aspect about photography is

being behind the lens of a super zoom lens, which

makes me feel like I am right in the person's personal

space. Especially with sport photography, one feels

like you are right in the game. With regards to

people, I love their response when they see what I

have taken.

What was your most memorable shoot?

My most memorable shoots are any to do with my

own children. Matric dances, birthday parties etc.

However, my first styled wedding shoot was

memorable for me as I learnt so much in one day.

What do you do for fun?

I love going to rugby games and watching my son

play. I also enjoy visiting new places and finding

new locations to shoot.

Do you have any other hobbies?

My school commitments, my own kids and my

photography is more than enough to keep me busy

therefore I don't have any other hobbies.

What is your favorite quote?

My favourite quote is, " the more I practise the

luckier I get" - Gary Player.

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

Advice for an aspiring photographer. 
.. "Don't try and do it all. Choose one 
or two aspects of photography and 

put all your energy into that and 
learn about taking the best photos of 

that. Rather than trying to do 
everything.“



M&M Model & Talents 
Agency and Photography 



M&M Model & Talents 
Agency and Photography 

M&M Model & Talents Agency and Photography is

exactly what the name says. We are an agency that

scout for local and international models and talent

for television, film and the entertainment industry,

magazines and promotional companies. CEO, main

photographer and head of online training Ferdie

Müller started the agency based on various fashion

models talking to him and telling him about the

hardships, uncertainty and challenges in the model

and talent industry.

He realised that there are many challenges out there

that models and talented people do not know about

and often enter the industry without having the

correct information and often would be exposed to

scams. He therefore decided to create a company

that encompasses an environment where models will

not just be thrown into the deep side but will be

trained over at least 12 months via the internet,

where they can find all the ins and outs of the

industry, in the comfort of their own home.

We train models in depth about the industry and

help them to find themselves utilizing a weekly

lecture that they can watch in their own time without

having to spend lots of extra money on travels and

maybe not having time to attend classes.

We mould them into well trained, unique models with

their brand and style. We work with models and

talented people from all walks of life, from as young

as 10 years to 80, all colours, races and sizes, men

and woman.

Through this time we also help them to build up

confidence in front of the camera and over a while,

help them build a proper portfolio to be able to

present that to potential casting and booking

agencies. Many of the woman join M&M, purely to

build confidence in themselves.

Some is maybe not the right size and shape

according to them, others have fallen into a rut at

work or in their marriage and just need some new

perspective, and through our training program, that

also include real-life lessons and through our weekly

fitness program and the lens of Ferdie Müller, they

get that newly found confidence.

So does not matter if you are still at 
school, in a job environment or even 

retired,  we have a place for you.

We also help find local talent for the television and

film industry by having a close relationship with major

and well know national and international scouting

and casting agencies. We also bind ourselves to the

photography of models and talent and help them

develop easy to use and tasteful portfolios and

composite cards.

Recently M&M also started working with international

agencies in Malta, Canada and Europe to establish

international ground for those model of ours that

want to go international. In Vancouver, they work

together with Maria Russo who started her modelling

career at the age of 50 and now at the age of 60

she is on the cover of various magazines and is

featured in many articles. Another big contact of

M&M is Communications Director for Procter and

Gamble, Paola Mulas who is stationed in Geneva

Switzerland and work with top brands like Gucci,

Prada, L’Oreal, Carl Lagerfeld and many more. She

also have a perfume name after her by Gucci.

But the last but yet the best and most exciting for

M&M, we have been working very hard the past 2

years with The department of higher education,

SAQUA and SETA to get the training in line with the

NQF standards and therefore we soon will be able to

present a formal training program that also would be

put in line with international NQF systems. Therefore

our models will be awarded with a formal national

certificate and later even a higher diploma.

At M&M, we make the impossible, POSSIBLE.

Be Famous, Be Big, Be international.

You can follow us on

Facebook group:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/11272897351499

1/

Facebook Page:

https://www.facebook.com/MandMPhotographySA

Instagram:

https://www.instagram.com/m_m_models/

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/MandM_Models

WhatsApp: +27721335964



Introducing the beautiful Skye Meyer 

Skye Meyer is a 22 year old student, volunteer,

model, and humanitarian.

On paper she is everything pageants desire for the

"ideal" beauty queen. However, she does not fit the

typical appearance of what society perceives

beauty queens to be. She is currently a Top 10 Miss

Cape Town Finalist. This is already a big step for the

alternative and LGBTQ+ community to have

someone to bravely represent them.

It has always been a dream of hers to enter

pageants. Sadly as she grew up, she saw that she did

not fit the exact mould of what the typical beauty

queen would look like.

She was profusely bullied for her different

appearance. The paleness of her skin frightened

people. Her big round eyes made people say the

cruellest of things. The list goes on and on. But she

does not want to fixate on the negatives.

Even in the modeling industry today, 
she gets bullied for looking different, 
for being too different. The difference 

is that now she has accepted her 
uniqueness.

Skye states, "I have accepted my alternative

features, my scars, my stretchmarks; every part I

once was ashamed of. All of those imperfections

make me the woman I am today.

I have fully accepted myself for being different.

Piercings, crazy coloured hair, scars, and tattoos

don't make you less of a person. It shows the world

you are not scared. You can unapologetically just be

and embrace you. You do not need to fit in, in order

to be a good role model.I want to be the role model

for the kids and people who are different. I want

people to see and relate to my alternative look and

lifestyle.

Growing up, this would have made me feel less of an

outsider. The media bombards us with what we are

"supposed to look like" and how beauty queens are

"supposed to act."

The media is still struggling to even accurately

portray genuine LGBTQ+ members and relationships.

To summarize, I am just me. I am something different.

I am an unconventional model who is proud to

represent the LGBTQ+ and Alternative Community.

It is 2021, I feel like it is long overdue that the typical

beauty and role model standards grow and evolve. I

believe that I can truly constructively contribute to

this change.

I want to see the Alternative and LGBTQ+ Community

show off their uniqueness. I don't want people who

are different to be ashamed of what makes them

their special selves. We must be brave for the world

to truly accept us."

Skye is a young woman with a big dream. She wants

the pageant industry to destigmatize the people that

look different or who do not conform to the typical

heterosexual lifestyle. Tattoos, piercings, unnatural

hair colors, scars, cellulite, your sexual orientation,

and much more does not make you a bad person. It

does not mean that you cannot work hard, love

unconditionally, and make a true difference in the

world.

It is great to see that some pageants like the

RoleModels Foundation are accepting of those who

are different. They host various pageants for their

NPO. Miss Cape Town is one of the many great

pageants that they have to offer across South Africa.

It is a huge step towards the right direction.

It is time for the world to change and 
become more accepting of every 

person no matter their outer 
appearance. For at the end of the 

day, substance is what matters most.

Contact Information:

Skye Meyer

Gordon's Bay, Western Cape 

079 290 6837 

Make-up Artist - Bradlin Heradien

My Name is Bradlin Heradien and I am a 22 year old

entrepreneur and self taught professional makeup

artist soon to be certified makeup artist through

Oxbridge Academy. I have been 5 years in the

game so far and the journey has been marvellous

thus far.

I am from a small town called Oudtshoorn in the little

karoo. Where the stunning ostriches originates from,

not to tall about its stunning history. I am also

honoured to say I have been doing some important

people such as Liesl Penniken from the band Jamali

etc. I have a fantastic mentor, Merlene Williams

(international/celebrity makeup artist), who helps me

a lot and means a lot to me!!!

I can motivate aspiring makeup artists by stay true to

your passion and explore everyday within the

industry. Sometimes you have to find your own

techniques in order to enjoy what you are doing.

Being authentic is your super power!!!.

Some tips and tricks I can share is:

Girls and boys, using photo ready 

powder under the eyes doesn’t want 
a flash! Rather use translucent 

powder!. If you want to take a photo 
of someone having photo ready 

powder on rather take photos using 
natural light.

I have my own makeup business/brand called

BRADLIN.H MAKEUP ARTISTRY with more than 1600

followers on Facebook. I started this business 5 years

ago very slow. It has been growing rapidly by

extremely good marketing, marketing is so important

you have to stay consistent. I have been serving my

community with the most professional services and

never received complaints.

I am also affiliated with a lot of business owners in

Oudtshoorn which I am very proud of. I currently do

my makeup services for R550,00 per face including

HIGH DEFINITION MAKEUP, SMALL EVENT MAKEUP,

AVANT GARDE, ETC. I can be found on the following

social media platforms:

LinkedIn: Bradlin Heradien

Facebook: Bradlin.H Makeup Artistry

Instagram: @bradlinheradien

Contact details:

WhatsApp business: 074 338 941e

Email: herandienbradlin@gmail.com



Photographer - Laurika van der Linde
I'm a fun loving outgoing person and photography is

my passion. I like photography because it's relaxing

and like therapy . Anton Bosman inspires me, I love

his work its amazing and inspiring. Hopefully in 5

years time I will be one of the top photographers in

South Africa.

What is your favorite thing about being a

photographer?

My favorite thing being a photographer - it's being

in another world and it's relaxing, therapy.

What was your most memorable shoot?

My most memorable shoot was doing my best

friends wedding photos.

Are you a full-time photographer?

No I'm doing it part time.

What do you do for fun?

I go on nature hikes and spend time with family and

friends.

Do you have any other hobbies?

Yes I love going on nature walks and painting.

What is your favorite quote?

My favorite quote - don't be negative.

What advice would you give an aspiring

photographer?

Have fun and make love to the camera

If someone wants to connect with you, where can

you be found?

Launique Photography

Laurika Van Der Linde

0842649422

Africa Models SA & Talent Management

Registered in South Africa in 2019 in terms of section

14 of the Companies Act and with our base in

Johannesburg metropolitan, Africa Models Sa is one

of the fastest growing agencies. We present our

service as broadly international with a branding that

represents the expanse of the entire continent. Our

main goal is to change the connotation, promote

modeling and talent in its widest facets not just in

South Africa but also beyond borders and offshore.

The ethos is simple: inclusivity. Any nationality, race,

gender, height, age etc.

From inception, we have gone onto be one of the

top agencies boasting the most diverse selection of

models and talent across Africa. We have

represented and produced quality models to meet

the international high demands of what international

standards modeling has become today.

The agency has an unimpeachable and responsible

attitude to its models and is determined to nurture

and develop their long term careers. All models are

treated as individuals and given attention to detail

which makes Africa Models Sa one of the top

agencies for early-career models. The agency has

an impressive development roster with new faces

gracing the pages of esteemed fashion brands,

magazine's and other publications and has

produced fashion models for high recognised

fashion shows like New York Fashion Week, Los

Angeles Fashion Week to mention but a few.

Our enthusiastic well exposed team see to it that

both the clients and models are satisfied. With the

fast paced innovations within the digital industry,

Africa Models Sa has not just built connections in

major cities globally like New York, London, Paris,

Rome, Berlin etc but has also established a trait of

emphatic success and is poised to establish its

position in the industry with great innovation and

quality prioritization as an imbedded philosophy both

in its core corporate value and in its all service

presentation.

africamodelssa@gmail.com

www.africamodelssa.co.za

https://www.facebook.com/Africa-Models-SA-

2355683111309822



Shane  
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Make-up: Shane Swanepoel

Model agency: Sync

Photo credit: Anri Wessels

Venue: Culinary Express 

@ Heidelberg Heritage Museum

l
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Mutshotsho (Photo left)

Social Media: IG : zelisiweh zelly

Facebook: zelisiweh zelly

I am bold, strong and capable that describes

me as a dynamite Queen. I am 17 years old,

born and raised in Thohoyandou Maniini ,

currently doing grade 12 at Liivha Combined

School.

I am enthusiastic and I love spending my time

reading so I can enhance my vocabulary even

more. My resolutions for the year is to definitely

keep my self occupied with my studies so I can

obtain flying colours in my schoolwork , do I can

use this as a motivation to young ladies out there

that hard work , blood sweat and tears result to

beautiful astonishing results.

Abigail (Photo left)

Photographer: PicTree Photography

MUA: Lusanda Mtsweni

Styling & agency: b-U Models South Africa

I joined b-U Models SA in 2020 because I wanted

to increase my confidence and self esteem. I am

employed full time and my plans for this year are

to study part time and open my own business. I

also plan to continue attending modelling

classes and do some charity work at orphanages

and old age homes in our area (Emalahleni).

My hobbies are netball, watching movies,

cooking for my loved ones and cleaning. This

year I would like to gain more experience in

modeling and participate in fashion shows.

Abigail (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Lizelle Engelbrecht Photography

Instagram: @roets.abigail

I am Abigail Roets and I am 17 years of age. I am

currently doing grade 11 at HTS Witbank. I love the

social aspect of school where I can mingle with my

friends and take part in activities. My favourite school

sport is netball and I am very passionate about it. I do

part time modelling and when no one watches I

dance to the beat of my favourite tunes in my room.

I am an outgoing person who likes to mingle with my

friends whenever the opportunity arises. I am

dependable, hardworking and very energetic. My

dream is to work in the Early Childhood Development

industry after school as I have a passion to help grow

young minds into successful adults.

This year I would like to accomplish a few things. I want

to pass my grade with good marks despite of the

limitations COVID-19 brings. I am also pushing myself to

grow my comfort zone by facing the things that makes

me feel insecure. Don’t wait for a great day, MAKE IT A

GREAT DAY!!!

Keila (Photo left)

Social media: Keila - Coach & Model At b-U Models

Photographer: Christene Goosen

Styling & agency: b-U Models South Africa

I am Keila Matthee, 17 years old and a grade 11

learner at Hoërskool Generaal Hertzog.

I have big dreams for 2021!

I am in the schools first hockey team and I know that,

although we won't be able to play as many games as

usual, I am going to be the best player I can be. I strive

to have a positive impact in the team - both on and

off the field.

I am also in the athletic team. There will only be 2 track

and field events this year but I love the team as well as

the coaches. They are the best!

During lockdown me and my brother started with

horseriding lessons. I love every moment with the

horses. I am a passionate dancer and is part of

Catherine Glazer ballet school.

I started my modeling career at b-U Models SA when I

was only 11 years old, and now I am a modeling

coach at the same agency. I love working with the

models. I aspire to be somebody that the models look

up to and be a good example for each and every

one of them, as well as everybody else that crosses my

path.

I want to make a positive contribution to my school,

the teams I in and to the world. I love people and

animals, I love life, and even with all the negative stuff

going on, I am determined to stay positive and see the

good in everything and everyone.

PS: On a side note, as the coach that taught Keila

since she started with b-U Models SA:

Keila came to us as a shy and quiet girl, but very soon

blossomed into the confident, bubbly young lady she

is now. She is one of the most upbeat and positive

models I have ever trained and her smile very rarely

leaves her face! With superb support from her family,

Keila is definitely someone that gives her all to

everything she takes on, every single time, every single

time.

Esmè (Photo right)

Photo credit - BB Photography

My plans for the year is to take
every opportunity that comes my
way, because you never know if
you will get the opportunity again.
I love to do ballet and also
contemporary dancing.

Brighita(Photo right)

Photo credit: Ryan Vaughn

Instagram: @_brighita_h_modelling_

My plans for this year include going with Figures

Models on the Project Aim convention with 30

international agents in the hope of getting a

Modelling or Acting contract. My hobbies are

Ballet, reading and writing. My talent is Ballet.

Some of my interests in the modelling industry

are Acting and all about the latest Fashion

trends.

Sandré (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Loggies Van Loggerenberg

Social Media: https://www.facebook.com/sandre.meyer.31

My goals for this year is to succeed in everything I do. I love to

swim..... when I am able to swim and I also like to meet new

people. I hope to accomplish my dream of becoming a

teacher or an Au Pair, with Mondeling as a side job. My passion

is to look after kids.

I love being in front of a camera because I know I am made to

be there.

Male & Female Models South - Africa

Teboho (Photo left)

My name is Teboho Mokoena. I am 21

years old.

I love modelling because I
am passionate about it and I
believe that I am the next big
well known male model
Worldwide. And I'm also into
soccer and athletics.



Ané
PPMC March 2021

Photo credits: Sierintjie 

Facebook: @Sierintjie

Instagram: @sierintjie

Model: @ane_f21



Annale (Photo left)

Photo credit: @Danzfussphotography

Instagram - @annalevermeulen

Agency: 33 and Me Talent Agency

I am very spontaneous and love to interact with people.

My strengths are creativity, trustworthiness, respectfulness,

discipline and attitude.

My short-term goal is to finish with my studies and carry on

with my modelling . My long-term goal is to become more

successful in my modelling career, to start accept myself

for who I truly am, have the confidence to represent

myself and make a change in every girl and woman's life

about how they see themselves.

The reason why I love modelling so much is that, I learn to

get better at my communication skills, the sense of good

styling to build my brand and to grow my self-esteem

more and more.

My plans for this year is to prepared and educate myself

for the IMTA (International Model and Talent Association)

New York 2021 Convention in July. This is a big opportunity

and I’m ready to tackle it head on. It has always been a

dream of mine to become a model and this journey is

part of God’s plan that he has created for me. My

interests are styling, beauty and modelling.

Please be sure to check out my
Instagram (Insta handle)feed to follow
my journey, as I turn my dreams into
reality.

Ayibongwe (Photo right)

Photo by: John Chirwa

Social media: Dhlula Aylar

0676791696

I am a young man who grew up at a small township in

Cape Town. Living on a township has taught me to

love to my people, and I have built many relationships

with people surrounding me because they all played a

huge role in shaping my character.

This year I want to gain more experience in modeling,

and had planed to at least contest in 14pageants. I

am also planning to find myself a producer, or a

mentor who will help me fulfil my dream of being a

Gospel Singer.

I am looking forward to become a
brand ambassador of one of the
famous brands in SA.

Jamie-Lee (Photo left)

Photo credit - Nikita Venter

Social media- Instagram and Facebook

You become what you believe in.. so believe in

yourself! My name is Jamie-Lee Grobbelaar. I'm

14 years old turning 15 this year. I love playing

netball, dancing, socializing with my friends,

and being in front of camera.

My dream is to be a high end fashion model or

designer. My motto in life is to be the best

version of me.. to always do my best and make

my dreams come true. I'm currently not with any

modeling agency and would love to be

scouted by a modeling agency, if I have the

look they require.

My final thoughts are ..that I have no desire to fit

in.. why fit in.. if you are born to stand out.

Beulah (Photo left)

My name is Beulah Murasiranwa aged 17

years old. Biologically I am Zambian but I

was born in Zimbabwe therefore my

nationality is Zimbabwean. I have had a

great passion for modelling since I was very

young even though where I grew up there

were no such opportunities to be a model.

Fortunately when I came to South Africa I

had the opportunity to be part of agencies

even though it was very hard.

My goals for this month is to win the

pageant I'm taking part in here in Cape

Town, Mr and Miss Ambitious 2021, however I

do still need a lot of more votes to win the

public choice category. I have a Facebook

page (BeulahLao) with more than a

thousand votes and my Instagram name is

"beulalao".

Danica (Photo right)

Photo credit: Ryan Vaughn

Instagram: @x_danica_nel_x

Facebook: Danica Nel

I have attitude! Just add make-up, heels, and a good

outfit. My standards are high, just like my heels.

Sometimes my hobbies include baking and cooking,

and other times, spending time with stray animals and

nature. To me, love comes with four legs. I wish I could

adopt all the animals who need homes. I'm always

saying yes to new adventures. God is amazingly

creative, simply look at me. I am Danica Nel and 17

years old. Hakuna-Matata.

The challenges I have been faced with in my short life

have made me the young person I am today. Strong,

confident, and incredibly resilient. I want to inspire

young people everywhere and show them everything

will work out in life if you persevere.

My plans for 2021:

In 2021 I will focus on finishing school and furthering my

modeling talents. I am loving everything I learn in

modeling classes and look forward to meeting more

people in the modeling industry. Although I don't know

where my journey is taking me yet, I hope to create a

world full of love and sunshine on the way there.

Christina (Photo left)

Photo credit: Hot Pepper Photography

Social media: @christina maloka

Mrs Africa international

Christina runs a mentoring and modeling classes to

empower the models in her community under her

foundation F.L.Y Academy, she hosts events to raise

funds for her community projects which she gets her

models involved in as part of teaching them about

inner Beauty.

She's a wife, mother, professional and a pageant

queen. She was crowned Mrs. Africa universal 2019, TKS

Mrs. Africa international and Mrs. Africa Friendship.

Hannah (Photo left)

Make Up: Salon Arabella

Photography: Gemini Solutions 

Studio

Agency: Gemini Model & Talent 

Agency

I am adventurous and keen

netball player. I have a lot of

friends, I lover socializing but my

free and personal space is also

very important . I’m goal –

orientated and determined.

Male & Female Models South - Africa



Armand
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Credit: You’re In My Shot

Facebook: @Youre-In-My-Shot-Photography

-1921101398149448

Instagram: @youreinmyshot_za

Webpage: www.youreinmyshot.co.za



Jabulile (Photo left)

Photo credit: MagT

Social media: Jabulile - Mrs Face of Middelburg 2018/9

My name is Jabulile Magano, I am from Richardsbay in

KwaZulu Natal. I am a wife to a supportive husband (My

Cheerleader) and a mother to two beautiful girls age 10 &

8. Working with children and women is my passion and

livelihood. I have founded and ran organisations, support

groups, awareness campaigns for kids with special needs

to mention Autism since 2016, and also running a women's

fellowship organisation since 2017

Being a mother to a 10 year old Autistic girl has motivated

me to be hands-on, on Autism activities. I would like to

accomplish my long time dream of opening an Autism

and Special Needs Academy. The purpose of the

academy is to provide quality, affordable and free

education for children with special needs, especially

those children who are from rural areas and

disadvantage families. Many of those kids are not in

school. Public special schools have a long waiting list

while private special schools are expensive and parents

cannot afford them. I know what is like not your child to

be in school, I am one of those parents.

I did a lot of pageants in my high school days but now

doing it again as a mother and wife has brought more joy

in my life. I know now it's not about being a beauty queen

but a queen with a purpose, bringing change into

someone's life.

I have entered pageants as I believe it will provide me

with the platform that I need to be the voice for Autism

families, bring hope to parents and a bright future for kids

with special needs. This will also allow me to continue with

my initiatives of supporting other charities through

fundraising, volunteering, awareness and support to them

on a bigger scale. "This isn't just a dream - it's a calling"

Yonela (Photo right)

Photo credit: Mgazi Photography

Social media: Fly Academy

I've always been told I got a lovely body

for modeling, so I joined modeling classes

with Fly Academy directed by my mom's

friend and she's exposed me to

pageantry and I've grown in confidence

and I love every bits of it.

I enjoy modeling and I'm planning to

enter more pageant this year to perfect

my skills. I also enjoy doing charity work

with my mentor it really helps me

appreciate what I got.

Bernice (Photo Right)

Photo Credit: Bernice Britz

I want to tell you more about myself. I am

in Grade 8 in Hoerskool Brandwag in

Benoni. I love to take photos, my phone is

my lifeline. I am not in a modeling school

or anything but love to post for my own

photos and Tik Tok.

This year I would like to do
more photography and
school sport if there will be
any.

Alicia (Photo left)

Photo credit: Judith Balie

Facebook - Alicia Kies

Instagram - @aliciaronellkies

Plans for the year and I want to accomplish: The plan is to

go study Journalism at the university of Johannesburg, but

I also want to focus on my writing and by the end of year

finish my book.

Hobbies: I enjoy reading, writing and constantly doing

artistic stuff like drawing. My drawing skills are not that

good though, but I'm getting there. Interests in the

modeling industry: To meet people who are qualified in

the field to give me tips so I can grow in the industry.

Talents: I am good at doing
impersonations, I can type really fast.

Andruscka (Photo right)

Photo credit: Johann du Toit MUA: House 

of Glamour Potchefstroom

Instagram: @drush_love  

@andruscka_official

Tik Tok: @andrusckabotes2007

I am the 13 Year old Andruscka who has a

passion for Modelling, Singing & dancing. I

love being around people - because I am

kind of an introvert and people make me

feel I can take on anything.

I am also kind of a "nerd" as when it

comes to my Academics I take it seriously.

You have to work hard in order to come

somewhere. My dream is to become a

successful Supermodel in Canada - so let's

hope I can get some length in the next

few years.

Michaela (Photo right)

Photo credit: Johann du Toit MUA: 

Sandra Jacobs - House of Glamour

Instagram: @michaela.vdmerwe

Tik Tok: @miekiemuis1

18 Years old and a 1st Year Student @

Face to Face in NW. I have always had

a passion for Baking & becoming a

Talented Chef - but since I started

modelling in 2016 those plans changed

& now I see myself as a successful

Make-up Artist doing Stage Make-up in

Theatres & Avant Garde Fashion

Shows.

I want to open my own Salon & be the

Best Make-up you will be looking for.

Hard work & dedication - is all it takes

Achieng (Photo left)

Photo credit: Sportus Africa Limited

Instagram: @jupi_tah

My name is Achieng Jupiter Ademson and for the last 4

years I have worked as a fitness, runway and fashion

model, with a huge passion for acting and I love being

infront of the camera.

I shoot fashion, swimwear and lingerie but
also enjoy creative projects like body
paint or dress up .

I am currently doing free lance modelling and also

working with individual photographers. I am available for

photoshoots and can travel to other locations.

I am (5'8), short natural hair and dark skin melanin which

makes me a good model for most projects. I bring my

energy and passion for modelling to every project I work

on.

For more information and a portfolio of my works, please

contact me at jupiadems552@gmail.com +256708781366
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Photo credits: @danfuzzphotography

Make-up: Rehaldo _ beauty

Agency: 33@me Talent Agency

Instagram: @shanya_cortes_



Reneilwe (Photo left)

Photo credit: Fantasy B Photography

Facebook: Reneilwe Dibakwane

Instagram: Reneilwe given

My name is Reneilwe Dibakwane from Sebokeng zone 10.

I am 22years old. I am a hard worker and I never give up

until i finished something and I am reliable I'm also willing

to learn new task or skills quickly. My plans for this month as

well as the things I'm hoping to accomplish this month are

:

• To learn new skills from people who have done so well

I'm this career of Modeling.

• To see my face on the magazine cover .

• Go to different places and compete against the best

models.

• To dedicate my time helping people who are

struggling.

Hobbies - whenever I am free I always watch fashion

shows this one of my hobby and the reason why I do this

it's because it keeps me motivated and makes me want

to work even hard so I can pursue my dream of becoming

miss South Africa . My other hobby is running.

Talent - My talent is to be a professional
Athlete because is what I am good at
and have my own club so I could help
other's who need help with athletic .

Interests:

• Charity works

• Volunteering

• Fashion

• Have the ability to communicate with others

Sthembiso (Photo right)

Model & Make-up Artist: Sthembiso Miggels

From: Middelburg Mpumalanga

Facebook: Jaylon Sthembiso Miggles

Instagram: @Jaylonmiggels

Sthembiso Miggels Is A Pageant Model Holding the Titles

Miss Omnipotent 2020, Miss Gay Supreme Krugersdorp

2020 and Miss Gay Silencers 2020

He Is Also A brand ambassador for Mr & Miss Journey of

Hope Mpumalanga and Zapri Beauty and Wellness Spa.

Sthembiso Is now a Make-Up Artist In Middelburg and has

his Own Make-Up Studio at this age

Sthembiso is Very Proud of his Sexuality
and Wants to be an Inspiration Young
boys Like him to be always Outstanding
and Omnipotent

Ayanda (Photo right)

Ayanda Goodman Sibisi was born in Newcastle, KwaZulu-

Natal. After matriculating in 2016, he relocated to

Johannesburg following his dream of becoming an actor and

a model.

His talent and ambition managed to get him extra roles on

soapies like 7de laan, Skeem Sam, The Queen, Rhythm City,

Isibaya. He also managed to get feature roles at Generations,

Vula-Vala, Meisies Wat Fluit. He has also been an extra on

numerous series on Netflix like "Blood Psalms and The Brave

one.

He also got a lead role on Mzansi Magic "Love and Lost"

season 1 episode 13. He just shooting "My First" Documentary

that will be aired on SABC1 1 in April 2021. He had to privilege

to attended a 'Filmmakers Workshop' lead by Adze Ugah. He

also done runway fashion show called" Why me". He inspire to

be one of creative and trusted models in SA and

Internationally.

His dream is to get role that will put him on
the map in SA television and film industry. He
is a self driven and discipline human being.

Janè (Photo left)

Agency: figures models international Brits

Photo credit: Ryan Photography

Instagram: @janekruger06

Janè is an outstanding model of 14 years, with a true

passion for modelling. She already started modelling from

the age of 12, and she loves the self confidence she

gained, as it compliments her personality in many ways.

Her future plans include to release a KPOP Album within

the next three years. She is also very talented in acting

and would love to receive an offer to act in a television

soap, as she would quickly show off her great acting skill.

She would also love an opportunity presented to her, to

do photographic modelling, as she is so at ease during

any photoshoot and is a great photogenic model.

For relaxation she enjoys drawing or
painting and is really good at it. She also
enjoy creating and working out
choreography for dances, as she love
dancing so much.

The full facet of Art can be regarded as
one of her true passions.

Janè live by the following motto that she believes in: “IF

YOU CAN DREAM IT, YOU CAN ACHIEVE IT!”

Kirti (Photo left)

I'm Kirti Hariparsad and I'm of the age of 15 years old. I love

writing stories and love the subjects drama, accounting,

business studies, English and computer science. I love

empowering women and children and I have an account

on Instagram that's about empowering women and kids

@__powerofwomen__ I started this account because there's

alot of women out there who are always abused by their

husbands and/or boyfriends.

Dogs are my favorite domestic animals and my favorite wild

animal is a lion/lioness because my zodiac sign is a Leo and

lions are natural born leaders like me. My favorite series is the

vampire diaries and teen wolf. My favorite color is blue and

red. Favorite food is curries with roti also I enjoy Italian food.

I love traveling to other countries and learning new things.

My favorite sports was volleyball and soccer, in primary

school I was in the girls school soccer team. I love fashion

and modeling. My role models are: zendya, Gigi, Jlo. I am

now persuading my dream in modeling and acting.

If I had to describe myself I would say that I am a very strong

and independent teenager girl. In 5 to 10 years time I see

myself as a role model to little kids out there and being one

of the top actress and helping people and pets out. In 5 to

10 years I also see myself as a person who has made her

mum and grandmother proud. I enjoy spending time with

family as family is always there for you no matter what and I

live by the quote "always and forever" from the originals.

My reason for wanting to be featured: I want to show that no

matter the race you are or the age you are.... You can still

persuade your dreams and make it all come true and that

no one can stop you from achieving the things you want in

life. And remember kids always be safe and wear a mask
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Photographer: Sven Slabbert



Michaela (Photo left)

Modelling School: Vogue Catwalk

Models SA; Sasolburg/Parys Branch

Photographer: HJ Click

Photography: Hennie

I am fascinated and have a deep

love for fashion and photoshoots. I

like to work with horses and animals

which is why I want to become a

vet when I grow up. I would also

love to be a fashion model.

My motto in life is: failure isn't the

end of the road it's only a big red

flag telling" you wrong way turn

around because God's way is the

only way".

Kayla (Photo right)

Social Media:@totesmonroe

Photographer: @ShotBySlum

My name is Kayla Zhanelle and I am a

published model located in Atlanta

Georgia. The month of March for me is all

about growth and accomplishing all of

my goals.

With just starting my press on nail business

@ZhaNailz and re-launching my skin care

business @JustBeeYouTiful_ I know this

month will be full of blessings and more

opportunities. Outside of grow my

businesses I will be collaborating/working

with many different brands to put out the

best content and grow my platform.

Lorinda (Photo left)

"A Strong Women has faith that she is strong

enough for the journey .... But a women of

strength has faith that it is in the journey she

will become strong." I am passionate about

my charities that I do all over East Rand

Area, as i believe that charity starts from

home and by touching so many life's just to

make a small difference make me see the

world differently.

My goal in life is to empower young girls and

women to feel good about themselves, by

building up their self - confidence and to

make them feel unique, beautiful and strong

in their own unique wat. As I believe that

every girl and women has the ability to

stand out in this world. I am the young 19

year old Lorinda Ferreira.

Bongisa (Photo right)

Photo credit: African Shoot

Production

IG Handle : @bongisa_quba

I was born and raised in a very

small town called Lusikisiki in the

Eastern Cape Province. I'm a

third year student of BSc in

Computer Science and Statistics

at University of Zululand.

I'm a model and upcoming

actress. One of my goal this year

is to be under a casting agency

so that I can fulfil my dreams.

Zané (Photo left)

Photographer : Carla can Zyl

I'm a 18 year old love to be active. This year

I'm going to study at University of Pretoria to

become a orthodontist. I'm very excited to

live my dream career.

Last year was a struggle to be a
matric in the pandemic. So
that's why I live every day as if
it was my last.

Jaco (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Graceful Photography

Social Media: jacohitge_

Hello, my name is Jaco Hitge I am a 21 year

old male from Bloemfontein in the Free

State, currently I am pursuing a professional

career in football and really enjoying every

minute of it.

I hope to accomplish that
dream by the end of the year
and yeah.

Yolandi (Photo right)

Photo credit: Elain's photography

Instagram: @yolandi_vermeulen

Facebook: Yolandi Vermeulen

My name is Yolandi, this year I'm studying

Education, I have a big passion for children

and I would like to help them to be the best

that they can be. I love drama and acting

because then I can be myself.

For 2021, This year I'm going to turn my

stressing into blessings. And I'll Always trust in

the Lord that I can do anything that's on my

mind, and to live my life everyday. And

remember, a beautiful day begins with a

beautiful mindset.

Mandy (Photo right)

Photo Credit - Chichi

FB -Mandy Dumisile Mahalabe

IG - @mandy_chickstunner

My name is Mandy Dumisile Mahalabe, I

am 28 years old from Johannesburg. I

am a very humble and friendly person,

very outgoing and very passionate. In

my spare time I enjoy spending time with

my family and close friends.

My plans for 2021 are to be more

focused on my music and modeling

career, I would love to see myself on TV.

Hopefully I can achieve all of this

because being in the entertainment

industry is my dream.

Cherise (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Alta Horn

Instagram: @cbotha_xo

A bit about me! I am a teen mom, I turn
19 in March and I have a beautiful son
turning 2 in July.

My goals for the year are to start eating healthy again

and maintain my slim body that I worked hard on after

my pregnancy.

I want to promote my digital business as
well and I just want to make the most out
of life and not let the tough times the
world is experiencing get me down!
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Facebook Page @Karen Carstens

Instagram handle @x_karen._x

Agent: 33 and Me Talent Agency

Dance Academy: The DANCE Connection Welkom 

(Elize Cogle)

Photo credit: Danzfuss Photography - Hannes



Alicia (Photo left)

I am the 18 year old Alicia Roets. I come from a platinum

city called Rustenburg. I was born in 16 July 2002 in

Rustenburg. I am Gr R teacher at Gazelle Academy. I am

loving it to work with smaller children. I am a friendly

person, but also a person that are shy.

I am hardworking and have hobbies like dancing in the

country line dancing with the famous Junior Jackson line

dancing singer. I love animals and fishing and spending

time with my family and friends. Fitness are also important

for me, gym and walking in the nature to keep my body

fit.

MY PASSION AND GOALS

My passion are modeling. I started to model from the age

of 8 years. I love to do competition and fashion shows. I

have title : Miss Rustenburg 2012/2014

• Miss National Beauty 2018

• Miss Golden SA 2016

• Miss Cansa for life 2018

• Mej Buffelspoort 2019

• and many more.

In 2019 I completed my exams and become a model

coach for Globe Model Look. Most of all the experiences,

it was were I can help with charity events. My goal was

every month to do something for the community. Helping

with SPCA and children homes are most important in my

life, it feels I can bring a little bit of sunshine in someone

life. Globe modeling agency are not only a modeling

school, but also a family that supports you with everything

you do. Lizelle Jacobs are not only the owner, but also she

is your motivator and role model to become better.

MY FUTURE

I want to work with children, to become Gr R qualified

teacher and I want to still help with charity events. I want

also to see the world and do things to improve my

confidence.

It will be fantastic to play one day in movie, to work with

actors. My goals for this year are to work and gain

experience and learn.

Pearl (Photo right)

Phot credit: @crlsd_photos

Social media: @pearlly_04

I'm Pearl Mokwena a 20 year old from Pretoria who is fun,

loving , have a sense of humor, loves flowers and music...

her star sign is . I fell in love with modeling at a young age..

seeing the beauty of art was just amazing and I also

wanted to experience it myself and live up to it..

PLANS FOR THIS YEAR

I will be focusing on my short-term goals
which are accomplishing my studies and
focusing on my perfume business which
is called Pearl Fragrances...

I have to launch it and I hope everything goes according

to plan

HOBBIES

Reading books, Dancing, Singing and Photography

TALENT

Gymnastics and Singing

INTEREST IN THE MODELING INDUSTRY

The sense of freedom. The fact that I can be myself in

front of the camera without any limitations keeps me

loving and coming back for more. I like work activities that

deal with artistic forms, designs and patterns. I like taking

risks for profit

Talitha (Photo left)

Photo credit Tessa

I am Talitha I completed matric in 2020. I am currently

looking for work. My interests are art so I will be studying

Graphic Design next year.

I am currently the title holder of Miss Mad Rage Disabled and

I am an ambassador for Under His Covering . My goal in life

to bring awareness to my community of the abuse if woman

and children.

And illnesses in children concentrating on epilepsy and

cancer.

I have entered into Miss Ekuruleni to
motivate young woman to study. Thank
you for this opportunity.

For March, tell the readers more about yourself, your plans

for the year and what you hope to accomplish. Check out

our Facebook page for more information and details about

PPMC Magazine South Africa.

Arstell (Photo right)

Photo credit: Celeste Oosthuizen

Sosial media: _xarstellx_ (Instagram)

My name is Arstell Oosthuizen and this year I

am in Gr 10. This year I want to work for more

distinctions in school. I love to sing in the school

choir.

I have a soft spot for animals and children. I

want to be a teacher when I am done with

school. I believe that education is the most

powerful weapon which you can use to

change the world. It takes a person with a big

heart to help small minds grow.

Tshegofatso (Photo right)

Photo credit: Ricomyburg photographer 

Instagram: @tshego_bon_apetit

My name is Tshegofatso from the YEZ

model agency. Am that person who gets

up for herself in this world and follow

nothing but her passion. I'm always

confident in what I do and always makes

sure to make a success in what I do.

Once I stand in front of a camera I forget

all about my problems and give the

picture my all . That's the kind of person I

am.

Ay-dah (Photo left)

Photo credit: Theresa Gerhardt (Adjetivo Photography)

Instagram: @ay_dah_h

Email: aydahhugo02@gmail.com

She is clothed with strength and dignity.
She laughs without fear of the future.

My name is Ay-dah Hugo, I am a
Business & Project Management first
year student, at CPUT in Cape Town,
District Six. I've completed my high
school career in 2020 at Central High
Beaufort West
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Photo credit: Audrey Boniwell Photography

+27-79-506-5213

audrey@audreyboniwell.co.za

Instagram: @audrey_boniwell_photography

Facebook: @audreyboniwell



Bernice (Photo left)

My name is Bernice de Wit, I am 44 years old. I was born in

Vanderbijlpark and raised in Gauteng and the Lowveld.

Since I was a little girl I always dreamed of becoming a

professional model. I started my modeling journey when I was

19years old and did basic training in Ramp modeling and fell

in love with the modeling industry.

Then life happened and I soon realized that I have to set my

dream aside to earn a living working full time as a Medical

office assistant, which I was also very passionate about.

I give 110% of my energy and enthusiasm
to everything I do.

I strive to be the best version of myself and to improve on a

daily basis. I believe that it is important to build genuine and

lasting relationships with connections and people around

me.

I love a challenge and push myself to the ultimate. My goal

for this year is to inspire young girls to pursue their dreams of

becoming a professional model. I want to motivate them to

keep trying and not to quit when the timing is not perfect. My

motto: that life is not what you make of it but how you

choose to handle every challenge that comes your way.

A photograph is so much more than just a photo, for me it is

an art to capture not just the moment but the model’s

personality as well. That is the reason why I fell in love with

photographic modeling.

Tanya (Photo right)

Photo credit: Being Photography

Social media: Tanya Wolmarans – Ms Unseen

International 2021 Top 30 Finalist (Facebook) and Mrs

Western Cape 2019 (Instagram)

My name is Tanya Wolmarans. I am the former Mrs

Western Cape 2019 and also a finalist for Ms Unseen

International 2021. I am a mom of a beautiful 10 year old

daughter I work for a company called JNA Group (Pty)

Ltd in the financial division. I am a passionate young lady

who believes that you should always put God first. Always

stay humble and keep your feet on the ground. I believe

everything I am, every obstacle I have faced, and

everything I have achieved, has led me to this point in my

life.

I believe that I can make a difference in our community.

My love for people drives me to do my best in helping

those in need and to make people realise that they can

achieve anything they put their minds to. I would like to

empower the youth. I would like to teach them about

positive thinking even when the circumstances do not

allow you to be positive at all.

I want to pave the way for young people and show them

that where you come from should not determine where

you want to be in life. I also want to speak out about

Gender Based Violence. There are so many different

stories each one can tell, but sometimes they are too

scared to do so. I want to encourage them to not hide,

don’t be afraid of what other people might think,

because in the end it is your life and yours alone. You can

get in contact with #StandUnitedSA as they are more

than willing to help those who need help. Always

remember to put yourself first. Allow yourself to strive for

what you want in life and give yourself the permission to

live your best life.

My message to every single lady of South Africa is that it is

not about where you come from but where you are

going to and to never let any situation or encounter

define who you really are. It doesn’t matter what your skin

colour is or how you are build. You can be and do

anything if you believe in yourself. Don’t ever lose the little

girl you are or once were as you were growing up.

Dreaming makes life beautiful and one day fulfilling your

dreams will make life worth it. Finally, never forget to

thank God for your blessings. Believe in yourself and just

Be You! #Bethecolour #msunseenintl2021

#mrunseenintl2021

Willicia (Photo left)

Photographer: Mandy Sass

Facebook: Willicia Rozaan Scholtz

Instagram: Willicia Scholtz

I'm Willicia Rozaan Scholtz. I'm 18 years old,

I matriculated last year and pass it with a

bachelor. I love to sing ,spent time with my

family and traveling. I really like to meet

and work with lots of different people. I'm a

perfectionist. I like to be sure that

everything is just right and I pay attention

to all the details.

I'm a creative thinker as well. As a finalist of

the Miss Teen South Africa 2021 in the top

50,I'm hoping to be in the top 20 and to be

one of the winners of Miss Teen South

Africa 2021.I have a passion for modeling

since I was a little girl and now I'm working

towards my dreams.

Caroline (Photo left)

Photo  credit: ProwMedia

Facebook- Caroline Masiya

Instagram- Carol_Masiya

My plans for this year is to start

making a move on opening my

own company for beauty products

and cleaning detergents, of course

not forgetting to continue paving a

way of becoming the next SA's top

model as I'll be making my dream

come true.

On my spare time I'll be
healing people through
music as one of my
talents which I love doing
even when I'm cleaning.

Michelle (Photo right)

Photo credit : Ryan Vaughn

Instagram- __tokkie__34__

My name is Michelle Pretorius I am a

17 year old high school student. It's

been a big dream for me to be in a

modeling career and I just couldn't

make my dream come true, until I

started at Figures Models Finesse

International and that changed my

life completely.

My goal is to be a
commercial Model, and
I'm going to achieve my
goal.

Odelia (Photo right)

Photo credit: Ryan Vaughn

Instagram: @Laubschero

My name is Odelia Laubscher, I am 17

years old. I've always wanted to be a

Runway Model or Photography

Model, I've been to different modeling

schools and got no where mostly

beauty pageants, until I found Figures

Models Finesse International.

It changed everything for
me and I got so many
opportunities to achieve
my goals.
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Photo credit: Tristan Winslow (TristWin Photography)

Photographer: Instagram @Tristwin

Facebook @TristWin Photography

Model: Instagram  @toniquinne
Facebook @toniquinne

Tik Tok @toniquinne



Sharon (Photo left)

Photo credit: @pink_hideout

Facebook: Sharon Lolo Xeza

Instagram: @sharonxeza

Sharon Xeza is a 20-year-old young lady who is born and

bred in Westrand, in a township called Kagiso. She is

currently studying for a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology

& Communication Science at the University of South

Africa. She refers to herself as a lioness and believes that

she's born for change.

A vision that keeps her awake is to be a supermodel one

day. Recently, she joined KN International Modelling

Academy, a premium model school in Johannesburg.

She developed her leadership skills when she was a drum

majorette group leader, in 2008 and she now works for an

organisation called Altus Sport as a Youth Sports Leader in

the community of Kagiso and enjoys working with young

people.

Living in a judgemental society can kill our future leaders'

dreams, she aspires to help young people transform their

weaknesses into strengths and instill in their minds to be

their true selves and the world will adjust.

She's a business-minded young lady. Her 2020 goal, she

wants to reach out to several children between the ages

of 11 to 15 years in her local community and make an

impact in their lives by coaching sports, helping them

with school homework, and having life skills sessions with

them every afterschool. Furthermore, she's planning to

start farming vegetables and supply street vendors to

grow her farming vision.

Last but not least, she wants to establish
her skincare range to help women reach
their perfect skin goal because bad skin
can cause women to have low self-
esteem.
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Zinaschke (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Debbie Bradley Photography

Social Media: Facebook Zinaschke Worman

Instagram Zinaschke_

I’m a positive adrenaline rush junkie. I love the idea of

doing exciting outdoor activities and this year I want to

push myself in doing more of this “crazy” stuff.

I am a very focused person. When I put my mind to

doing something I stick to it and follow through. I don’t

go to the gym but I have my own workout program

which I follow very strictly. Personally I love my body

being well toned, and work hard to keep it that way.

I love my personal space and some “me time” to just

relax and balance my mind, body and soul, I’m a

creative person and do some painting in my spare

time.

I’m a nail tech by trade and love what I do. I’m a

perfectionist in my work and love giving my creativity

wings when doing my clients nails. I’m a good listener

and therapist to my clients and respect and honor

their trust in me and will strive to keep it that way.

For my clients I will always go the extra mile to keep

them happy and to keep walking a path with them in

this challenging business.

I’m hardworking and have a no nonsense attitude. I

say a thing as it is, so you will always know where you

stand with me. Honesty is very important, and I try to

give it in a constructive way.

In my profession I would like to go and do a course to

be able to give training to others that would like to

learn this trade, I have much knowledge to offer

upcoming nail tech, and seeing that this is my passion I

will be very good at it, so this is my plan for this year.

I started doing modeling when I was young and fell in

love with flirting in front of the cameras. I would love to

get a contract as a sports model or being used in

fashion magazines.

I love life and will surf the waves for as long as I can. I

have a positive outlook in life and belief there is still

some good out there in the world. I would like to thank

PPMC MAGAZINE for giving me the opportunity to

feature in their March issue.

Ayanda (Photo left)

Instagram: ayanda.thxbethe_

Facebook: Ayanda Thabethe

Agency: Boss Models

My name is Ayanda Thabethe and I am the new reigning

Miss KZN Queen 2021. The road towards this title has been

nothing short of amazing and rewarding. I not only had the

opportunity to learn more about the pageantry industry and

what it stands, but I surprisingly learnt a lot about myself!

Suddenly I found myself having intra-conflicts about who am

I, what I want to be remembered by when I have left this

world and what I stand for. Being a part of this journey has

played a huge role in shaping me into the socially aware

young women I am today. And it is with these skills that I aim

to pave a pathway for other young women - to become the

trailblazer that I have always been destined to be!

This year I will tackle Mental Health and Illness. It is about time

we got rid of the negative stigma attached to this illness. The

way I see it, people are not asking the right questions about

Mental Illness and the only way to change those questions - is

to change the conversation.

No more shying away from talking about these illnesses, no

one making hurtful jokes about it, no one ignoring someone

who shares their problems with you and most importantly -

NO ONE NEGATIVE ASSOCIATIONS WITH THE TERM MENTAL

ILLNESS. I plan on changing the conversation by educating

the general public about mental health and illness, this can

be achieved through events and seminars about the issue at

hand.

I would like to leave you with my life motto, a quote by

Oprah Winfrey. She says "The key to realizing a dream is to

focus not on success but significance, and then even the

small steps and little victories along your path will take on

greater meaning"

Roxanne (Photo right)

Photo credit: FAT GUYS PHOTOGRAPHY ANDRE OLIVER

My plans for 2021 within my modeling career is to gain

more experience, I'm brand new model that has recently

fallen inlove with modeling, it started out of means to gain

self confidence after a terrible episode in my life. I have

now realized how rewarding modeling can be.

I'm an apprentice mechanic by day so my hobbies

include anything with an engine and high speeds of

course! I love music as it soothes my soul and a deep

love for family as family always comes first so socializing

with my nearest and dearest is always on my to do list.

I love nature, long walks and love
keeping fit. I have a found love for
modelling and enroot to where ever it
takes me.

I do monthly training shoots and group
shoots and I am amazed at what it has
done for me. I am growing to become a
better me and learning things I never
thought I would.



Amukelani
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Photographer: Audrey Boniwell

School: Younique Modelling Academy

Agency: Blaze Models



Kayle (Photo left)

Photo credit to my Dad Fanus Nortje

Instagram: @ _kayle_07

Tik tok: @xo_kayle_xo

My passion is dancing. My dream is to be a part

time model My rolemodel is Kendel Jenner. I see my

self in 8 years time to be a successful marine

biologist I love working with animals I have a very

naughty “husky puppy” Skye and love him a lot.

To reach my dream I need to be willing to work

hard and go the extra mile. I am self driven and a

hard worker. I have Lots of self discipline and self

control. I set high standards for my self to succeed

in everything I do

I’m staying in a small town called Randfontein,

surrounding with smart people and friends. I am 1 of

2 children and growing up in a house full of love

and caring

To be smart you needs to know your goal in life

and how to achieve that.

For this coming year I want to be the best version

of me living my life dancing, studding, and achieve

high marks, I want to give my best in my schoolwork

and also gets enough exercise to stay fit and

healthy.

If I need to describe my self in a sentence:

outgoing, spontaneous young girl

Gracy (Photo right)

Photo credit: SCC models & Collen Semelane

Facebook: @Gracy Swiss

Instagram: @Gracy swiss

Email: pheletjoshirley@gmail.com

As a model, after reading a book titled Big Girl by Daniel

Steel I loved a character named Gracy that's how I came

up with my brand name Gracy Swiss. I added Swiss just to

spice it up. My real name is Pheletjo Makalela I love

modelling and I have a huge passion for fashion &

swimwear modelling.

My plans for 2021 is to acquire new skills professionally and to

grow personally as well as growing in the modelling industry

as a runaway model. I always advice people to take more

pictures whenever they can, be it laughing, crying or in their

worst outfit.

For me a picture is an art. Seeing myself as a brand

ambassador for a well known clothing/product brand or on

a billboard would be a great accomplishment . So far I have

been featured in PPMC and I take pride in immersing myself

in the brands. I enjoy working with photographers and

agencies that have a creative approach.

Desireé (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Olive Surendorff

Instagram / desi_surendorff_14  / olivesurendorff

Bio/story/introduction: Desireé Surendorff was born 21 May

2006 in Pietermaritzburg, however, she lives in a small town

called Greytown in KwaZulu Natal.

She currently goes to school at Wembley College Greytown

and is in Grade 9. She has just recently started modeling and

is loving every minute of it. Desireé is studying drama at

school and is hoping to study drama at UCT one day.

She is a small town girl that loves sports, especially hockey,

enjoys acting in plays, being on the family farm, being in

nature and spending time with her friends and family. Desireé

wants to accomplish many things this year especially in the

modeling industry.

She loves to be on the runway and is
hoping to be more involved with designers
and to gain more experience on the
runway. The modeling agency Desi is
currently affiliated with Roberta Alessandri
models.

Kayleigh (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Pro Design Photographers

Instagram: @kayleighklopper

Facebook: @Kayleigh Klopper

Twitter: @Kayleigh Klopper

I am Kayleigh Klopper, sixteen years old. I hail from the

beautiful town known as Uitenhage in the Eastern Cape and

am currently in Grade Eleven. My hobbies include netball

and swimming.

I started modelling four years ago as I wanted to boost my

self-confidence and fell in love with modelling completely. I

have gained a lot of experiences throughout my four year

journey such as being able to speak in front of a crowd of

people as well as going out into the community to assist the

less privileged in various ways.

My first big competition that I participated in was last year

(2020) for S.A Pageants and I was crowned 1st Princess

Junior Teen Face of South Africa as well as the Eastern Cape

Ambassador.

My plans for 2021 is to continue doing what
I started off in 2020 which is being visible in
my community, being an ambassador for
my home time as well as focusing on my
school work with a balance between the
two.

Nicole (Photo left)

Photographer Charmaine Whitehead

My name Nicole. I was born in Welkom on 16th of May 2003, I

live with my mom and my 2 much older siblings. My mom is

currently a lecturer at a college, my oldest brother is a fierce

lawyer and my 2nd oldest brother is an amazing teacher.

I was in Koppie Alleen Primary School. I use to do a lot of

activities like netball, hockey, debating, chess, voortrekkers,

dance and swimming. I did not really have many friends

because I was to focused on my dreams. I had at that time

like playing first team hockey going on my first voortrekker

camp and becoming a veterinarian.

I started secondary school at Riebeeckstad in 2017.. I knew

my way around already as I did cross country training at this

school. in 2017 I played my part in the schools concert and

2018 was my last year at Riebeeckstad high and I finally

played first team hockey. I did all this while I had a part time

job as a waitress.

In 2019 I started my new journey at Welkom Gimnasium were

I focused more on my academics than my sport. I wanted

to become a lawyer like my brother so I studied harder

seeing that it takes a lot of effort. doing my research on

what it takes to become a female lawyer in a male

dominated scene.

last year 2020 started off very well until we were forced to do

online classes and all sports were cancelled. Good grades

became increasingly more difficult to achieve. I continued

with my part time job during this time as well.

Now understanding more what life is about I slightly tweaked

my future goals. To first study education locally and then

move abroad to study law and eventually open my own

practice to defend peoples rights.

I set myself high goals and being part of PPMC magazine has

diversified my profile as being a fierce female leading by

example and leaving no stone unturned to become a

prominent figure whom other girls could look up to.
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Photographer: Michal Viljoen

Hair and make-up: Nicola Knoetze



Jamie-Lee (Photo left)

Photo credit: Nikita Venter

You become what you believe in… so believe in

yourself! My name is Jamie-Lee Grobbelaar. I'm 14

years old turning 15 this year. I love playing netball,

dancing, socializing with my friends, and being in

front of camera. My dream is to be a high end

fashion model or designer.

My motto in life is to be the best
version of me., to always do my best
and make my dreams come true.

I'm currently not with any modeling agency and

would love to be scouted by a modeling agency, if I

have the look they require. My final thoughts are

..that I have no desire to fit in.. why fit in.. if you are

born to stand out.

Zandri (Photo left)

Agency: RVT Modeling

Photographer: John David Filmater

Hair: Samantha @Skêr

Instagram: @Zandri_Theron

My name is Zandri Theron. I am a 15 year old Grade 10

student at Brackenfell High School, in the Western Cape. In

2019 I started my own project called Boxe vir Boere, where we

collect and distribute humanitarian products to the drought

stricken community of Garies, in the Northern Cape.

The project has since grown, and I am proud to say that we

were able to contribute towards things such as wheelchairs,

etc. also.

I am a proud student at RVT Modeling
School, and a finalist for Miss Jnr SA 2021 and
Miss Teen SA 2021.

I live my passion by following my moto, of making the right

choices. Choose to see the good, and to do the good, rather

than to turn a blind eye. If we all can do just a little, all the little

will make a lot of difference.

Shaakirah (Photo left)

Photo Credits: Apple Tree Photography - Riaan Trosee

Make up Credit: Beat by Carli - Carlisle Campbell

I cannot possibly think of any better representation of

beauty than someone who is unafraid to be herself .

Tupac Amaru Shakur once said and I quote, "Our future

is our self-confidence and self-esteem." I firmly believe

that because self-confidence is the key to success.

Having real, true self-confidence is important because it

is extremely difficult to go through life when you do not

trust your own decisions and believe in yourself.

My name is Shaakirah Mallick and I am currently

seventeen years of age. I was born in Uitenhage, now

renamed as Kariega, in the Eastern Cape.

My hobbies are baking, taking pictures, and doing

charity work. Three years ago, back on 2018, the ramp

became something special to me. Without any

intentions and out of curiosity, I started entering

modeling pageants that would enable me to do a lot of

charity work, as I believe that we rise by uplifting others.

In the year 2018, I was crowned as Miss Jnr Teen Eastern

Cape 2018-2019. During the same year, I was crowned

as Miss Teen Port Elizabeth 2018-2019. I cannot express

how grateful and proud I still am today as those were

the two titles that opened many more opportunities for

me and ultimately began my modeling journey. Since

when my modeling journey began, what I love most

about modeling is the sense of freedom. The fact that I

can be myself in front of the camera without any

limitations keeps me coming back for more. So far , the

highlight of my modeling journey has probably been the

people I've gotten to meet , the models I've gotten to

help and befriend, and the happiness that has engulfed

me is beyond amazing.

My plan for the year is to excel academically as this

year will determine my future and open the doors to

university. In the upcoming years, I hope to have a job

that I enjoy and that I feel my unique skills and

personality add value to. I also hope that my modeling

journey will grow so much that my modeling will take

impact on people's lives. I dream of making a change

in the society I live in...or make some kind of impact.

To me, the ultimate success in life is to be happy while

living your life on your own terms. Each of us is a unique

individual. We have our own unique: purpose, values,

vision for life, goals. These things and more, form the

basis of our identity. That is what I would like girls of my

age, younger and older to know as it takes great inner

belief to step up and pursue the life you want to live

and the goals you want to achieve.

Megan (Photo right)

Megan is a very well known lady and she is very much

inlove with thee camera, Megan has also been doing

various catwalks with reflekt model management and did

a modeling show a few years ago with Face of Eden

South Africa.

MEGAN is a very polite kind, and caring person Megan

also intend to continue with her modeling career as where

she would enter various competitions.

She has a big love for thee camera likes

taking photos and LIKES dressing up...

Her favourite part of modeling is when she gets to meet

new people and interact with different kinds of cultures.

Megan is a very easy going person and she's an

extrovert...

Her motto in life is that: we all had to crawl before

walking....!

Natasha (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Natasja Foto Beverloo

MUA: Makeup on Fleek with Heidi

Instagram: xtasha.prinsloox

My message to any model/girl my
age: You're under no obligation to
remain the same person you were a
year ago, a month ago, or even a
day ago. You're here to create
yourself, continuously. Focus on the
steps in front of you, Not the whole
staircase and believe in yourself.

Simone (Photo left)

Photo credit: Cornie Herbst

Agency: Just Model East London.

It is my dream to be a photographic

model. To be in front of the camera is

my "happy place". I am grateful for

the opportunity and guidance I'm

getting from uncle Cornie who is

walking a path with me in reaching

my dream.

My modelboss Daivainne Blignault

O'Neill is such a inspiration. She helps

me to believe in myself and to have

self confidence.
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Agency: 33 and me Talent Agency
MUA: Rehaldo Beauty

Photographer: Danzfuss Photography 



Luanni (Photo left)

Photo credit: Karla Pretorius - White Plum Photography

Instagram: @luannipieterse

Missionary, married to an on-fire-for-Jesus-evangelist

and home-schooling mom of four beautiful children,

owner of a Christian apparel brand Shiloh Gifts and

co-founder of Fish and Bread Ministries International.

We are currently living in Sepopa village in Botswana

as missionaries. With the global epidemic and

everything drastically changing, I aspire to give Hope

to people. More and more people are being

affected by Covid in one way or the other.

With everyone's focus on Covid, there has been an

increase on drug abuse, human trafficking and

poverty and a lot of people globally are being

affected by this. If I can bring a message of Hope to

one person, just show Love to one person, or even

share a sandwich with one hungry person, I believe I

have made a difference.

I don't have an agent and have never been a part of

the modeling industry, but from a very young age I

wanted to be someone who women could look upto

and who could inspire woman to find their purpose in

life.

My hobbies include designing, enjoying the nature

and learning to play the ukulele.

Thabang (Photo right)

Photo Credit: SimpleSolution Graphics

Social Media: Facebook @Thee Punye's

As a teenage I have seen different lifestyles, and decided to

adopt the one which is fruitful. This year I want to learn more

about photography & modeling industry, since am helping

my Brother on his Graphical Company (SimpleSolution

Graphics). Moreover, I would like to pass my Grade 11 with

good results, since they will be used on University

Applications during my matric year (2022).

During my spare time I enjoy watching movies, because

while watching movies I see different camera angles, skills

and I analyse the techniques used during the movie

production. I think my greatest gift from God is

interpretation, I am able to interpret different things starting

from house plans, measurements, angles and patterns. I

found the Design subject at school very easy, also

mathematics to be understandable because of my gift.

In the modeling industry I would like to learn more on the

stage moves, fitness, and attire combination. I hope this will

help Us at SimpleSolution Graphics to conduct perfect

photoshoots and videos. I also wish to be an actor or

television program producer.

Siphosethu (Photo left)

Known as : Mister Meneer

Occupation : Student

Side occupation: Artist, creative director,

musician and model

The importance of using face coverings in

public is illustrated in the graphic seen here. If

I wear my face covering to protect you from

me, and you wear your face covering to

protect me from you, then we can all

dramatically decrease our risk of transmission

of the virus that causes COVID-19.

This, in conjunction with social distancing and

frequent handwashing or use of hand

sanitizer, will be important in limiting the

spread of COVID-19 as we return to our usual

activities.

Nelmarie (Photo left)

Photographer: Louwrens Koen

This year I want to reach
the stars in everything I do.
I want to be the best at
what I am, modelling,
school, exercise.

May whatever comes my
way be a blessing not just
to me but to everyone
around me.

Danica (Photo right)

Photo credit: Ryan Vaughn

Instagram: x_danica_nel_x

Facebook: Danica Nel

I have attitude! Just add make-up, heels, and a good

outfit. My standards are high, just like my heels.

Sometimes my hobbies include baking and cooking, and

other times, spending time with stray animals and nature.

To me, love comes with four legs. I wish I could adopt all

the animals who need homes. I'm always saying yes to

new adventures. God is amazingly creative, simply look at

me. I am Danica Nel and 17 years old. Hakuna-Matata.

The challenges I have been faced with in my short life

have made me the young person I am today. Strong,

confident, and incredibly resilient. I want to inspire young

people everywhere and show them everything will work

out in life if you persevere.

My plans for 2021 for the March Issue:

In 2021 I will focus on finishing school and furthering my

modeling talents. I am loving everything I learn in

modeling classes and look forward to meeting more

people in the modeling industry. Although I don't know

where my journey is taking me yet, I hope to create a

world full of love and sunshine on the way there.

Dreshni (Photo left)

Photo credit: Danzfuss Photography

From: Kuruman

Agency: 33 and Me Talent Agency

She's a multi-talented model, IMTA contestant 2021, former

Junior Teen Miss Northern-Cape and rolemodel from

Kuruman, Northern-Cape. She is spontaneous and has a

good heart.

Dreshni started a campaign (Blow a whistle and safe your

life) in 2020 to keep the youth safe by giving out whistles to

alert people when they are in danger. She might only be 15

but she is already leaving her mark in the model industry.

French was chosen in October 2020 to represent South-

Africa at the largest talent convention in the world, known

as IMTA by international judges. Such as, Joey Hunter, Nate

Butler, Aviva Skall, Rhavynn Drummer & Blaze Johnson.

Dreshni will be flying to New York City in July 2021. She is

super excited! You can follow her journey on Instagram

@dreshfrench or Facebook Dreshni Ferran French.

She recently joined 33 and Me Talent
Agency that is directed by Elsubie
Verlinden. Dreshni has a great passion for
the modeling and can't wait to grow more
in the industry.
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Photographer: Zenography Photography

Agency: Ace Models Potchefstroom

Dresses: Elmarie Jooste Couture

Makeup: Makeup by Kuschke



Atishca (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Taiwo Adeola Penky

Makeup: Penkys Beauty

Styled by: Atishca Makan

https://www.facebook.com/atishca.makan

https://www.instagram.com/atishcamakan_consulting/

Atishca Makan, current Mrs Johannesburg 2021 2nd

princess and winner of Mrs Photogenic Johannesburg

2021 by Rolemodels Foundation, is 36 years old and from

Johannesburg , South Africa. As an Emotional Freedom

Techniques practitioner speaker, Atishca helps women

develop their courage and focuses on those dealing with

loss, anxiety and depression.

Her plans for 2021 includes offering her
services as a brand and communications
consultant to the RoleModels Foundation
NPC to ensure the successful launch of
Starfish Places of Safety.

A safe place where vulnerable children can be nurtured,

protected, guided and restored. Atishca enjoys

photographic modelling and is excited to push

boundaries by doing more creative shoots. She is

passionate about showing up authentically, especially

when it comes to adding spice, ethnicity and age to

shoots.

Trenomia (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Fine Art Photography and Design

Facebook: Trenomia Rochelle Engelbrecht

Instagram: @trenomia_nomi

I am Trenomia Rochelle Engelbrecht. I am a young woman

from Hankey, Eastern Cape, South Africa. I am currently

studying Education at NMU.I love to read, sing and spend

time with my family and friends and doing things that make

me feel good including taking pictures. I see myself as

photogenic although I have never been in a agency, I have

gotten offers before but I chose to focus on my studies. I do

photoshoots in my free time.

My plans for the year is to pass my academic year

profoundly. I want to be successful in everything I do.I am

currently working as a Teacher Assistant at a school and I am

happy to make a change in children's lives, it gives me joy.

I do believe one of my talents is teaching. I also love doing

make-up ,I do my own make-up, nails, hair and I dress

myself.

When I do something, I do it with the best of
my abilities. I work hard and I do things that
will bring out the best in others.

Leanka (Photo left)

Photo credit: Liezel Steenkamp [Pro Design

Photographers]

Plans for this year and hope to accomplish,

hobbies, talents and interests in the modeling

industry

In January 2015 Leanka opened a full-time dance

school - Leanka Laubscher School of Dance studio

in Gqeberha, Eastern Cape. LLSD offers the

following dance genres for ages 5 and above:

Modern, Contemporary, Hip Hop, Lyrical, Jazz, and

Open classes. From 2021 LLSD offers a Grooming,

etiquette and finishing class to assist students to

gain confidence to enter in competitions and be

confident in any situation.

Highlights in career: Competed Internationally in

Los Angeles [World Championships of Performing

Arts – WCOPA 2013 & 2014] and New York [Talent

America 2017, 2018] in dance and modelling and

achieved gold, silver, bronze medals and overall

awards.

• Millennium Dance Complex Los Angeles won a 3

months scholarship unlimited classes, did 3

weeks training in 2013.

• Team Leader [Talent America 2019]

accompanied SA Team

• Judging at various National and International

Competitions throughout South Africa.

• Senior Judge at Top Ramp Model Season 1 and

Season 2.

• Event Director and Senior Judge at Master of

Dance Season 1 and Season 2.

Titles received in career:

• Miss Garden Route 2014 – 1st Princess & Miss

Personality [Western Cape]

• Miss "Strandloper" 2014 & Miss Personality –

Stilbaai [Western Cape]

• Miss Port Elizabeth – 2015 [Eastern Cape]

• Miss Eastern Cape - 2016 [Eastern Cape]

• Miss Eastern Cape Face of Talent Africa 2017

• Miss Senior Talent Africa 2018

• Senior International FACE of Talent Africa 2018

• Senior Miss International Princess Pageant RSA

2018

• Miss Senior Talent Africa 2019

• Senior Miss International Princess Pageant RSA

2019

With 2020 Covid pandemic, on-line classes was the

only option to connect with students and was very

challenging. The goals for 2021 is to reconnect and

inspire students to stay positive and not to

underestimate themselves. Teach students not to

compare themselves to others and to believe in

their own abilities to achieve their goals. Wake up

and be awesome.

Aeysha (Photo right)

Make-up: Ellite Make-up Academy

Photo Credit: Elain's Photography

Hobbies: I love being active and participate in a

multitude of activities. I have also achieved

Mpumalanga Colours for Rhythmic Gymnastics in 2018.

My passion is being the change I wish to see in the

world. And to make a change, I need to be informed,

and I think becoming a social worker will help me to

alleviate some of the suffering in the world. I am

currently involved with a charity organization in

Krugersdorp; ‘A Ray of Hope’, which supplies lunch

boxes every morning, to the dis-advantaged scholars in

the local primary school.

I would like to see myself as a person who inspired

change, if I had to look back on my life in ten years

from now.

Christene (Photo 

right)

Photo credit:  Elain's 

Photography

I'm Christene, I'm 17 years

old... I love to spend my day

with my friends and family. I

love to do my makeup and

go for photoshoot... I like to

spread the word of God our

father...

And this year I want to make

something out of nothing I

want to make my own

business open I love to do

nails, hair and makeup and

take photos... And I want to

get some courses done this

year.
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Photographer: Michal Challa Viljoen

MUA: Michelle Draper



Mabatho (Photo left)

Photo credit: Wendy Sole 

Photography 

Social media: Instagram: 

@mabatho.mohaleamalla

My plans for this year is to pass

grade 12 and bag distinctions

and also partake in the Mr & Miss

Waterberg District pageant and

hopefully win so that I can be

able to pursue my dreams and

start the plans I have in order to

make a difference as much as I

can in my community.

Nelien (Photo left)

Photographer: John David Filmalter

MUA: Stephen venter

My plan for this year consist in finishing my

EQASA modules specializing in rehab and

rehabilitation.. I want to not only improve

people's physical health but their mental

health as well.

I am a model in training as well for my

competing year. I would like to empower

young girls and women to become the

best versions of themselves and to remind

them that they are precious as rubies in

God's eyes.

Cherisé (Photo right)

Photographer: Lizelle Engelbrecht Photography

MUA: Lizelle Engelbrecht

Fashion: Cherisé Mans

School/Agency: Trelique modelling & Promotion Agency

I am the 20 year old Cherisé Mans from Middelburg in

the beautiful province of Mpumalanga. Being involved

in Pageants for the past 7 years has taught me so much

and helped me with my platform "Invisible Perfections"

by creating awareness for all types of Invisible Illnesses.

I believe it is not about winning or wearing the crown its

about making a difference and that takes hard work

and determination to achieve your goals and making a

change in not only your community but also the country

and worldwide.

"Being a Role Model dedicated to

mentoring today's youth and tomorrow's
leaders" is a quote I live by.. My passion
is to make a change in others lives,
putting a smile on someone's face which
can be with only small acts of kindness..

As current reigning Queen RSA 2020/21 I would say that

being a model is not about the beauty on the outside,

but about having a heart for serving your community.. I

absolutely love doing volunteer/charity work, doing

everything with a big heart and love without expecting

anything in return... During the years I have committed

myself to making a change, I have supported and

visited various charity projects and organization

Azande (Photo left)

Photo credit: Unveil Photography

Social media: its.babylon (instagram)

I enjoy hanging out with my friends. I love

playing Netball and eating has got to be

my favorite hobby to do. My favorite color

is red. Music is my number one stress

reliever.

I also like dancing alot. I am a grade

learner in St. Dominics located in Welkom. I

love being complemented, it boosts my self

esteem and it makes me really happy. I'm

a joyful person, weird sometimes but also a

very caring person.

Tracey-lee (Photo left)

I am Tracey-lee Julies a 13 years old from

Hopefield a place in the beautiful west

coast. Photo credit is to Rissie from

Vredenburg.

I'm the most energetic person love social

modelling and to take the lead. I started my

sanitary project 2years ago for teenagers

who's in need of sanitary project. This year i

hope to accomplish to be more involve

with community projects and hope that

donations will get more the give more

sanitary towels to unprivileged girls.

Please follow me on Facebook at Traceys

Sanitary Project.

Shadrean (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Donovan Roets

Photography 

My hobbies are modelling, photography,

fishing, spending time with my gorgeous

family and Coaching Majorettes.

I cant wait to get back on the "Drummie"

field and see all my athletes again. I miss

the rush of competitions and

announcement of results. I pray that this

year we can all get back to a some what

normal way of life, or will this be our new

normal.

Lanné (Photo right)

Photo credit : Lasting impression 

Social media : Facebook , Lanne Jordaan . 

Instagram , lannejordaan01. 

My goal for 2021. To be my absolute best in

working, family time and to my friends. Also to be

there for anyone whom needs someone to talk to

or just to be around with.

A big bonus in my Goal is to put God in every

day and to make the difference in the world or

even in some else day in the best way possible.

But I also am going to put myself first and

succeed .

Wildean (Photo left)

I am Wildean Fritz .19 years of age and from a small

town called Barkly west .I am currently working as an

assistant at Barkly west primary school as I am waiting

from a responds from a college . I am the eldest of 3

children and both my parents are still alive. I see

myself working, successfully stable in the next 5 years .

Modeling was one the first career paths that I wanted

to go in but do to my location ,opportunities are

limited .

Nelicia (Photo left)

Photo credit: Marinda Erasmus 

Facebook: @VIRALTYDFOTOS

I'm just an ordinary girl from a small

town. At the moment I am focusing on

school, I want to become a lawyer. In

my free time I enjoy motocross and pc

gaming.

Male & Female Models South - Africa
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Photo credit: Kikilane Photography 
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Ro-Ané (Photo left)

Ro-Ané Aucamp was born on the 8 September 2020. This

energetic 6 month old has beautiful dark brown and has

the most gorgeous Blue/Grey eyes to match her ever

present smile. Ro-Ané is a natural born diva in her own

rights. She has an amazing personality and loves attention.

She is always ready for a photo opportunity, I guess it’s

because her mum trained her well, this little selfie queen.

Ro-Ané favorite pass time includes a warm bubble bath

and her favourite toys. She is now getting to experiment

with new foods.

She loves her veggies and biltong which helps with her

teething. Surprisingly, she’s already enjoying a little treat of

Nutella, ever so often. Ro-Ané enjoys classic music which

was introduced to her by Oupa and Afrikaans music that

her mum often plays for her. At six months she’s already

wanting to dance.

Ro-Ané is apple of her dads eye. Being an only child helps

her get what she wants. As little as Ro-Ané is, she gets so shy

when she’s told that she looks so beautiful. I guess it’s a

‘model thing’. Mum and dad (Aucamp) would love to

introduce Ro-Ané to the world of modelling and to see her

excel in all that she does.

Shanoah (Photo left)

Photographer: Ihana Grace 

Photography 

Although I am only a year
old I LOVE playing dress up
and posing for the camera.

My wish is to go far in the modelling

industry and to be more in the public

eye. This would help me to make a

even larger impact on the world

regarding Charities and raising

awareness for many problems we

face today.

Chloe (Photo left)

My name is Chloe Oberholzer, I am 5

years old my dreams for this year is to

become the Model of the year Sept

2021.

I can not wait for the competition to

start hard work pays off , I am level up

in my Dance Studio and will do my 1st

competition 21st of March I am so so

exited.

THANK YOU FOR THIS GREAT

MAGAZINE AND SUPER NICE PEOPLE

WORKING DAY AND NIGHT ON THIS.

Jayden & Mila (Photo left)

Photo credit: Darkwhite Creative photography

Jayden’s plans for the year – Be the best grade

1 student ever and read as many books as

possible!! Jayden’s hobbies include playing

hockey, drawing cartoons, reading and playing

rugby at school.

And of coarse spending all his spare time with his

little sister Mila. Jayden is not professional in

modelling but he absolutely loves smiling for

mommy’s camera because mommy sends his

photos to “oupa” in New Zealand.

Mila surprisingly HATES the camera, however,

when she is with her brother, she will take all the

photos in the world. Her beautiful big blue eyes

reflect beautifully in a camera. Mila enjoys

running after her brother, doing everything he

does. If Jayden is jumping on the trampoline, so

is she. She is my wild child and I love everything

about her.

Lesedi (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Lucid Visuals by

See Lucidflame Elvove.

Lesedi is a very lively,

energetic and confident

young man I've ever laid my

eyes on. He is such a vibe

that anyone who finds

themselves around him gets

hooked. He loves dancing

and listening to music, he

enjoys being outdoors and

associated with other kids.

As his mother, I'm convinced

he's going to be an

entertainer or influencer

rather. His forever smiling. it's

seldom you find him grumpy,

he instantly warms anyone's

heart he gets to meet. He is

everything and more.

South African kids making their mark!

Anzani (Photo right)

Photo credit: Carla du Plessis Photography

Social media handle: @anzas_world

My name is Anzani Masesane I'm 2 years old, and I

belong to the Tshivenda culture. I love music, from

dancing to singing and also playing. My daddy's

hobby is being a DJ I got the music love from him. As a

baby, water was my first love it always kept me calm

and relaxed I always use to cry after bath time, I just

loved water which is why I recently started swimming

lessons, and I enjoy it a lot.

My mom thinks I'm interesting and started a social

media platform for me to share my stories and Special

moments. In the year 2021 I hope to grow my following

by sharing my world through my talents and the things

I love to do the most.

I also hope to enter more modeling
competitions to grow my confidence
and share my beautiful smile.

Melienke (Photo left)

Photographer : Micaela van Staden

Photography 

Hi am Melienke. I live in the Western Cape.

Although I am still small I love riding horses and

making tiktok videos with my mommy.

My wish for this year is to become a model for

someone and grow my followers on social

media.

Reinhard (Photo left)

Photographer: Micaela van 

Staden Photography 

My mom says that when I grow

up I will be the next great play

boy. When ever I see the

camera I am always ready to

get my picture taken. Hobbies:

swimming, ball kicking and

playing outside.



Lizé 
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Photographer: Stephanie Graze photography



Mpumelelo (Photo left)

Photo credit: Ashleigh Wegener Studio

Social Media: Instagram; ( Mpumelelo1963), Facebook

(Thobe Mdluli)

I am Mpumelelo Gumede, 14 years of age. I resides in

KZN, Durban in Montclair suburb. I go to New Forest High

School doing grade 9. I am a sportsman, I am the

soccer player, swimmer, athletic (high jump, long

distance and 100m).

I am also a karateka with purple belt. I am an rounder as I

excel in sport as well as academic. I have been placed

in A class when I started my high school. I have never

missed academic awards in the primary school,

unfortunately last year we didn’t have any due to the

pandemic. I have developed my own soccer team with

the help of my twin brother. The name of the club is Verity

Football Club, named after the main street we resides at.

The team is registered under Wentworth Association,

having under 9, 13 and under 17. I started this in order to

keep the young children out of the street. I am grateful

the parents supported the idea and helped with

transport,

Thanking my parents for helping to register the team

properly and helping us to obtain soccer kits and other

equipment’s.

I have started modelling at the age of 6. I won my first

competition as Mr Little Hemisphere 2012, that was

organized by Shaun Stander the owner of Mobile Model

Management.

I then developed the love of modelling since then. I have

collected a lot of titles, to mention a few Mr Junior Africa

Model 2015, Overall Mr Junior Glenwood Village 2017, Mr

Pre-Teen Ambassador KZN 2016,

Mr Pre-Teen Africa 2016 and Mr Pre Teen KwaZulu Natal

2018.

My plan for 2021 is to enter a national competition, of

which I am looking out and hoping that this pandemic

wont stand on my way. I am planning to empower young

boys as they do not understand the industry as much.

I am starting to train the young boys and give them tips

on how to take on the stage. I already have about 6 of

them that I am training, and we haven’t entered any

competition but planning to start as soon as I see they are

ready.

I am training them at my home with the permission from

my parents and the other kids parents. I see myself as an

international model in the next 3 years. I want to see

myself in billboards doing commercial shoot for big

brands. I have done a few shoots and have tried a few

and I know in the near future I will make it.

Johendro (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Christine De Jager, Uit die Hart Fotografie

Social Media: Selicia Richter

My name is Johendro Richter, I am almost turning two

years old but I have the heart of many lifetimes, you see I

was born very early into this world and many people say

I'm a miracle, however, I know I have a purpose and

destiny, just wait and see!

My plans for this year is to finish his second year in pre-

school, enjoying playtime and learning all things life has

to offer, I also look forward to charming ladies, taking

loads of naps and entertaining mommy and daddy.

My hobbies include playing with all
things cars and trains as well as climbing
onto everything like a little spider
monkey!

Sometimes mommy tells me my biggest talent is giving

her grey hair with all things I try to take on. I also have a

talent for being a messy eater, daddy tells me I don't

need any other talent than to be able to love and be

loved. My interest in the modelling industry is to charm

my way into the hearts of my fellow female contestants

as well as the judges! Someday I want to make the

biggest difference in the world.

Zanika (Photo left)

Photo credit: ZRW Photography

I love modeling and ballet, I also love taking pictures... My

Modeling Teacher Tannie Sandra of Best of the Best

Modeling School is the Best and my Photographer ZRW

Photography, I love her big heart.

This year me and my mommy's would like
to make every little girl aware that they are
beautiful and loved in every way no matter
what flaws they have.

I will be competing in modeling Competitions this year and

will just be me a Little girl playing and dancing. Last year

March I went through a big accident where I have lost my

left eye, and have had 5 surgeries.

I got through it all with all the love and care of my family

and friends and support of my Community and my Amazing

Doctors. Mommy never let me put my crown down she

always made me believe I am the same Zanika and that I

am beautiful in every way…

I would like to encourage every little girl to
never give up on your dreams and always
remind yourself that with God on your side
you will be the best you in every way.

Mischka (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Natalie Erasmus

My name is Mischka, and I'm a very

bubbly, busy 2 year old from Alberton,

Johannesburg.

My hobbies are, keeping my mom on

her toes and playing with my 8 year

old sister. I'm very talented in being

mischievous & dressing myself and

would love to show off my cute

personality by pursuing a modeling

career.

I've recently started
crèche and hope to
accomplish all my
milestones as a toddler.

Mieke (Photo right)

Photo credit: Leani Photography

Agency: Ace Models Bloemfontein

I've been a model for more than 3

years now and runway modeling is

my favourite part of modeling. I

enjoy online games when I get a

chance, represent my province in

gymnastics and can play the piano

and violin.

I hope to be a
meteorologist someday.
I'm a prefect at my
school this year and I'm
looking forward to
starting high school next
year.

South African kids making their mark!
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Photo Credit: Chantelle Lubbe 

from OBSESSION PHOTOGRAPHY



Dayyaan (Photo left)

Photo credit: @mlg.studio.kids

Agency: @ice_kids

Instagram account /portfolio @dayyaanaidoo

I'm an energetic, loving boy with a unique and Bubbly

personality. This year I will be turning 2 years old in April

and I'll also be becoming a big brother as my sibling is

due this year July. I absolutely love playing soccer, being

outdoors and everything about cars.

I started modeling because my parents thought it would

suit me and I absolutely love wearing new clothes and

taking photos, I haven't been booked for a while but

cannot wait to update my portfolio and get new jobs.

Kiran (Photo left)

Kiran is a fun, loving
and passionate
child. She loves
dancing and
modeling.

She is currently at

Helderberg Modeling

Studio and she enjoys every

minute of it.

Ni-lene (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Chantelle Lubbe from OBSESSION

PHOTOGRAPHY.

I am an energetic 12-year old that absolutely loves

animals and being outdoors. I love being busy and am

always looking for something to do. My biggest dream is

to someday work with animals. I would have a big farm

and all the neglected animals can stay with me.

The other passion I also have is dance, I have been

dancing from the age of 5, I love the way I feel when I

dance, it makes me happy!

I also do drama classes, it challenges me, you have to

think on your feet, I like to disappear into a character,

you can be whoever you want to be.

I am not a model, or should I say, not yet.

But I love the camera. Maybe if it is God's plan, I can

pursue a Model career soon.

My dream or plan for this year is to fully enjoy my last year

in Primary school. Make my Parents proud, be the best

dancer and actor that I can be, and live life to the

fullest! If 2020 taught us anything it is that life is short, and

can change at any time.

Larochelle (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Ligkuns Photography

She is not all that geared up in the modeling section,

for we did not prioritise modeling for the last year with

the COVID-19 going on.

Our little girl's hobbies include ballet and netball. What

she does as extra curricular activities at school. She is

an excellent student and does Maths as an extra.

But we would like to make the modeling a big priority

for her, for she loves the camera, dressing up and

being a total Queen be.

Her goal this year regarding modeling would be to

get more features, may it be magazines, adds or just a

Facebook picture. If it can get bigger than just local

ads. It will be a dream.

We would put in all the effort and work that goes with

the modeling.

Chloe (Photo right)

Photographer: S.Fourie photography

Modeling school: Vogue Meyerton/Alberton

As Chloe Snow a 5 year old girl, I started doing modeling from

the age of 3years old. I am a proud finalists of International

junior Miss South Africa hosted by Tidimalo TIhabi.

I always try to do my best and one of my goals is to become a

International junior Miss South Africa princess. Last year in the

same competition I won Miss congeniality.

I love my pageants because it teaches me
respect and gives me confidence. I also look
up to my coach Charmain Swart from Vogue
Meyerton/Alberton she always have so
much love to give. And when I am a big girl,
I would like to become a veterinarian
because I love animals.

My favorite colour is light pink because it is a calm and

loveable colour. I like to swim for Fun and ride my bicycle.

Isabella (Photo left)

Photo credit: BB Photography (Brown Bean) Kathu

Modelling school: MC Models Kathu

Agency: 33 & Me Talent Agency

I am Isabella Abrahams and are 9 years old turning 10

years old this year. I am from Kathu in the Northern Cape.

My dream is to become an international model an make

South Africa Proud.

This year I will be visiting New York and
representing South Africa though my
modelling. This is a dream come true. I
love to model and enjoying my friends.

I will also competing in Miss Pre-teen Northern Cape in

September 2021.

Ava Isabella (Photo right)

Photo credit: A Jansen Photography

Ava is one of the purest and happiest humans that I've

ever laid my eyes on, she is such a sweetheart that loves

dancing, singing, swimming, animals and the outdoors.

As her family we are convinced that she will either be a

gymnast or a comedian, anything can make her smile

and she does not have a single mean bone in her body.

She is such a sweetheart and instantly brings joy to

anyone she crosses paths with.

Emmé (Photo right)

Photo credit: Adri Wah

Plans for this year: LOYAL BRAVE and TRUE is

my motto for this year, inspired by Disney

character Mulan. She tries her best because it

is important for her family, as for Mulan, my

family is my world. I am a very proud red

head.

My plans for this year is to become the best

me that I can be. And to always be LOYAL,

BRAVE and stay TRUE .

South African kids making their mark!
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Photographer Miceala van Staden

Hobbies : horse riding, swimming, ballet 



Aliyah (Photo left)

Photo credit: Nadia Langedyk Photography

Social media: Facebook @AliyahAbigailEichler

Aliyah is a Miss Jnr South Africa 2021 Finalist in the Tiny (5-6

years) age category. Although she is still very new to the

pageant and modelling world, she has grown up watching

her big sisters, who were/are both pageant queens. She

attends RVT Modeling School in Cape Town and thoroughly

enjoys seeing her new modelling friends every week.

Her goals for this year are to grow and learn all she needs to

know, from her modelling coaches, so she can win a big

crown in October - she really wants a big crown like her big

sister. She is also extremely excited about going on an

aeroplane for the first time.

Aliyah is very inspired by her sister, Sarah,
who is her role model. One of the things she
looked forward to the most about
becoming a pageant model was doing
charity work, just like Sarah. She looks

forward to starting her own charity projects
one day, but for now she likes supporting
her big sister.

Besides modelling classes, Aliyah also attends ballet lessons.

She loves dressing up, wearing makeup and making up her

own dances and songs.

Didintle (Photo right)

Fashion: Runway

Photographer: Van Vuuren 

Photography 

I am a International Junior
Miss SA Finalist 2021
representing Gauteng
and awaiting to represent
South Africa at New York
as an IMTA contestant.

Shanoah (Photo right)

Photo Credit:  Shadrean Van Eeden

I am a bubbly, loving little lady. I love
animals and playing outside. Play time
with my parrots and dogs are the
highlight of my day.

This year I want to get involved in charity work with

animals. Mommy runs a rescue facility for injured and

neglected birds, and she teaches me every day that we

as humans need to be the voice for the voiceless.

Leahmé (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Rene' Deysel

Leahmé was born in distress premature at 32 weeks. Since

birth she had been in and out hospital with cases of

pneumonia, turning blue, laryngitis etc. until she was about

8months old. She has receives numerous blood transfusions

and endured numerous covid tests and spent many time in

and out ICU due to her health. She was born with Atrial Septal

Defect and received an open heart surgery May 2020.

Since her heart operation she has grown into a healthy, very

busy toddler and learning new things each day. She is pulled

us through the deepest waters and we cannot be more

blessed to be her parents.

South African kids making their mark!

Mckenzie (Photo left)

Photographer: John David

Filmalter

I absolutely love dancing, I spend

most of my day dancing and

making tik tok videos as dancing is

my passion. I also love modelling

as I get to show off my personality

on stage.

This year I plan to give
my best in all that I do.

Daniëlle (Photo right)

Photo credit: Daleen Swarts Photography

Daniëlle is a busy, cheeky nature loving 6 year old

with a big personality, she started grade 1 this year

and her modelling career she loves the spotlight so

we decided on modelling classes so that she has a

positive outlet for her personality, She loves

dancing and singing and she is also working very

hard on her Ballet classes that is her favourite

hobby.

She want to focus hard on her
modeling and ballet and she wants
to win a big crown this year.

Chika (Photo right)

Photo credit. Tania Allen Photography

My name is Chika Blessing Okere and I

am 9 years old. I have been modeling

for a quite some times now 2.5years, I

have won several competitions in the

Free State and in Johannesburg.

I get so excited when I am on stage and

I love to be in front of the camera.

Besides modeling I love to sing and

dance, I am an athlete and a netball

player ,my favorite subject is

mathematics, and when I grow up I

want to become a super model and a

doctor.

Marco (Photo right)

Photographer: Melissa Joao of Byjoa Photography

Facebook: @byjoaophotography

Marco was born on the 4th of May 2019. The beautiful

blonde, blue eyed boy of his parents Kevin & Christel and

big sister Lauren. Marco is a highly energetic little boy who

loves being outdoors, playing and spending time with his

family and friends. Marco is very fond of animals, cars,

motorcycles and trucks.

He loves entertaining, being the centre of attention by

singing, dancing and making everyone laugh. Marco love

people and greets every single person with much

enthusiasm everywhere he goes. He also loves giving hugs.

Marco is a real adventure lover and is quite talented in

making his mom's heart skip a beat with all of his stunts and

antics.

Marco is one of the ambassadors and models for Rest your

Ass Donkey Sanctuary; A non profit organization who cares

for 92 retired donkeys. A haven where they can just rest

and be loved.

Marco's plans for 2021: Marco wants to raise awareness for

all the abused donkeys in our lovely country. To be a pro in

potty-training and riding his tricycle. Eat as much ice-

cream as mommy will allow and put a smile in everyone's

faces everywhere he goes.
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Photo credit: Mooiste Mooi Photography 

– Candace Niemand

Social media:  @piperazzi_4_ever_ @jennafly0_ 

@pipes_.squad  @izzys_bees @jenna_55o 

@Jenna Lee Dancer



Grayson (Photo left)

Photo Credit: DGS Collective

Grayson loves water as well as visiting the beach

and we hope that through swimming lessons, he

will soon be able to swim on his own.

He is also able to crawl which he achieved

recently and is already pulling himself up to stand

and showing signs of wanting to walk on his own.

We are all hoping that he can walk by October

this year as he will then be able to be a ring

bearer at his uncle’s wedding.

Grayson is a very driven 6 month old that loves to

explore and try new things all the time. He loves

smiling and has a bubbly and loving personality

that shines even more when mom and dad take

out the camera to snap a few photos or videos.

Jayden (Photo right)

Photo credit:  Daleen Swart 

photography

Modeling school: Elite models South 

Africa

Jayden: I like to draw, I
also play guitar. I hope
that I can compete in the
arts festival again this
year. Me and my brother
just started modeling this
year, I am excited to see
what lies ahead!

Lia (Photo left)

I love cute dresses and looking like

a princess. When I grow up I want

to be a YouTube star. I enjoy

filming my own pretend play

cooking shows on my mommy’s

phone and them watching them

over and over again.

I always attract attention from

people wherever I go. I have

beautiful glassy blue eyes and a

great smile. My plans for the year

are to have fun with my friends

and family and to make sure I can

put a smile on someone’s face

every day.

Phoebe (Photo right)

Photographer: Antoinette Reinecke

Instagram: @phoeberosemiles

Phoebe is in Grade 5 and is thrilled to be

back at school full time after online learning

last year. Phoebe is fun loving and very

social with a great sense of humour !

Phoebe is also a gymnast, this is her 7th year

as a gymnast and is hoping to be able to

compete again this year. She absolutely

loves her gymnastics. She trains at Junxion

gymnastics in Fourways.

Phoebe has just signed with Blaze models

which she is ecstatic about and is hoping to

book her first job soon!!

Ceadrin (Photo right)

Photo credit:  Daleen Swart 

photography

Modeling school: Elite models 

South Africa

Ceadrin: I love rugby and

swimming, but I am also learning

to play keyboard. This year I

started modeling, I am very shy

and it is a bit scary, I hope to gain

confidence and I look forward to

see what this can teach me this

year.

Chantenique (Photo right)

Modeling agency : Vogue Catwalk SA 

This year: I just want to enjoy my year
with family and friends. And my
modelling I just want to do my best this
year.

My hobbies are: Coloring, Modeling, Going to School.

Love to see my friends. Dancing and singing. Handing

food out for the Charity. NModeling : I just want to do my

best and cheer for all my friends on stage.

Kyle (Photo right)

Photo credit: MSC Cruise liners –

Symphonia

Kyle Hex is 8 years old and attends

Leeuwenhof Akademie in

Bedfordview, Gauteng. He is a very

intelligent young boy who excels in

everything he does. He participates

in athletics, cricket, swimming, rugby,

golf and tennis. Not only is he good

at sports but has a passion for cultural

activities too, where he is in the

school choir, does public speaking

and is part of the Ekurhuleni chess

team. Kyle loves riding bicycle, ice

skating and going to the movies.

This year Kyle hopes to improve his

chess ratings and continue to do well

with his school work. More then

anything he is hoping the Covid

vaccines can be distributed

efficiently and effectively so that

rugby and crickets matches can

resume.

Kaithlin (Photo right)

Photo credit: Riaan Trosee - Apple Tree 

Photographers

Hi there, I'm 12 year old Kaithlin Zaaiman. I stay

in Port Elizabeth with my mom, dad and

brother. My big dream is to one day walk the

runways on Milan and New York fashion week.

My plans for 2021/2022 - I've got my eye on

becoming a prefect next year.. So I focused on

my schoolwork, modeling and social media

presence.

• I love swimming and modeling.

• I am the current junior miss Eastern Cape

primary schools.

• Also was Lizaree's creative modeling Top

model 2016.

• Miss Morewag Primary 2019.

• Lizaree's creative modeling Miss winter 2016

• Lizaree's creative modeling Top Model 2015.

• Top model for community models 2016.

• I am currently at TMA models in Port

Elizabeth.

South African kids making their mark!
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Photo credit: Precision Photography Ballito 



Rethabile (Photo left)

Plans for this year is to save money, enter

more competitions outside Gauteng.

Hope is to get a professional agency to

lead me to the right places and pursue

the modelling career as a young model.

Hobbies includes playing tennis,

swimming, modelling, playing wit my

friends and dancing. Talents are modelling

and I'm interested in any opportunity of

modeling that can make me grow and fall

more inlove with modelling.

Kaymi (Photo left)

Photo credit: Creations Photography

Hi this little girl has the best personality. She 's

the most fun, caring, energetic and bubbliest

little girl. She' s all about having fun with her

family and friends.

She loves modeling and is
currently a model at Sophisticate
models in PE.

Shamone (Photo left)

Photo credit: Creations Photography.

My name is Shamone Fouche. I am 10

years old. I love modeling and have

been with Sophisticate Models from the

age of 3 years.

I'm currently residing in Port Elizabeth.

This year I've also started with modern

dancing as well. Which I love doing as

well. And also netball is one of my other

sports I do at school.

Igne (Photo right)

Photo credit: Tania Allen

I am Igne and I am 9 years old, I

am an aspiring proud model of

ace models Bloemfontein

Inge is a fun loving little
girl with a heart of gold,
always helping and
caring for someone else.
She also loves animals.

LehankeB (Photo left)

Photo credits: Donovan Roets Photography

MUA: Chinique Cosmetics Makeup Artist & Hairstylist

Outfit: Beautifully Creations

Modelling school: Coached by Tem

I am Lehanke Beets & I am 9 years old. My friends

describe me as spontaneous & my family recon I am

an energy overdose.

I enjoy netball, modelling & art. I believe the wise

words of Nelson Mandela: "A winner is a dreamer,

who never gives up". I guess that makes me a winner

as I will never give up on my dreams.

Lizé (Photo left)

Photographer: Stephanie Graze

photography

Lizé has been doing modelling work

since the age of 5years. She has won

numerous modelling title. In 2017 she was

crowned Little Miss Petite SA and she

represented SA

In Los Angeles in 2018 where she took

part in the World championships of

performing arts And received a silver

medal for one of the modelling items.

She has a heart of gold and a very

loving and humble person.

Elana (Photo left)

I am Elana Kujwana I was born on 20 May 2020.

My mother’s name is Natasha and my daddy’s

name is Frans. I am an interracial baby, my

mommy always tells me I am beautiful just the

way I am. I also got an older brother his name is

Ethan he likes to make me laugh all the time.

I am spending most of my time to sleep and

play. All my toys is my favourite. I always smile

when I see my mommy or daddy that wants to

take pictures of me. I love to dance when I hear

music playing. My mommy always send pictures

to people of me, to hope that a model agency

would see me and to give me an opportunity in

the model field.

Adèl (Photo right)

Photo Credit: Charlies Photography

Adèl is 8 years old and loves all things girly.

She wants to dabble in the model-world, and

she is also interested in fashion and design.

She loves animals, and playing
with her friends. She is so
lovable and gets along with
every person who crosses her
path.

South African kids making their mark!

Larizta (Photo left)

Photo credit: Carel Van Vuuren

Hair and Makeup: Michelle Drapper

Larizta is a tiny 7 year old living up to her Motto “Always be

the somebody that makes everyone else feel like a

somebody”. She has a great big heart she just loves giving,

whether it is community service or just playing with friends she

is always kind and caring.

She dreams of one day being a Paediatrician to help sick

kids, that owns a modelling school!! The modelling school part

thanks to her role model and coach Cecilia Marie Van

Eeden.

She is passionate about modelling and loves being on stage

or in front of the camera! She is a born performer her other

interests include dancing, singing and drama. She has even

appeared on an episode of Wian the magician on Via last

year.

Aimee (Photo right)

Photo credit: Susan Fourie Photography

Modeling school: Vogue Catwalk

Models Meyerton

Enjoys modeling and horse-riding. A true

little dynamite in a small package.

Gabriella (Photo right)

Photographer: PIEKFYN (Anne-Marie Marais)

I am Gabriella Koen, 7 years old, I like gymnastics,

modern dancing and arts and crafts. I have an

outgoing personality, love to act and sing as well.
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Photo credit: Carel van Vuuren

Make-up: Michelle Draper



Gabriella (Photo left)

Photo credit: Shirley-Ann (mother)

My name is Gabriella Rose, I'm currently 11 months old, almost a

year. We were special enough to be born on the day of

lockdown which is 26March. I'm working hard at my standing

alone, and practicing to walk on my own in the near future, as I

don't like being so restricted in my traveling.

I love playing with my oldest brother, Jon (picture of my brother

attached (by 3 minutes, yes we are twins) and driving mom

crazy.

I sing, but some off the notes are still a bit of a struggle, and

some practicing is still required. I just love dancing to "Mickey's

mixed-up adventures ". I'm great at cup shuffles and always find

my favorite toy under the right cup.

Having such a HUGE, STRONG personality, I
will have to wait and see if there is a range of
clothing or designer that will be able to
capture the true me.

Kian (Photo right)

Photo credit: Tessa's Photography

Kian Venter is a 4 year old assured little boy, he is full of

confidence and is also very friendly. For 2021 Kian plans to strive

in school and to always give it his best as he is a little go getter

and what better way is there as all moms know if a child can

accomplish something they are always willing to take on new

things. It gives them confidence. Kian love swimming, and to

float on water as he would say.

Kian takes swimming lessons to teach him how to handle himself

in water as well as teaching him safety measures to take should

he find himself in a difficult situation. Kian is a very energetic little

boy who love the outdoors, he also love animals and is very fond

of his dog called Bullet. He occasionally sneaks Bullet into his

room to have a cuddle with him.

Kian is a child that takes the lead due to his friendly and

energetic personality. He loves role playing and posing for

photos a real little model in the making and an absolute ray of

sunshine

Levi (Photo left)

Photo credit: Caroline photography

Levi is a determined boy with a strong personality.

He is very loving an affectionate child and a huge

fan of his daddy. He loves music and dance and his

favorite things on TV are the music channel and the

weather. He loves water and he loves bath time.

His favorite food is pasta and his favorite snacks are

fruits, blueberries and strawberries in particular. Levi

has just discovered walking by himself and he is

smitten with his accomplishment.

Levi is interested in the modeling industry as this is an

opportunity for him to build his confidence and also

follow his dads footsteps as a professional model.

Anja (Photo left)

Meet Anja, Anja is 3 years old and

loves singing Let it go. She is

definitely a Frozen fan.

She cares a lot about people

around her and already talks

about becoming a doctor one

day. She has a fierce personality.

She loves to pray for the
people she loves. Anja
is beautiful inside and
out.

Mikayla (Photo right)

My name is Mikayla Goncalves, I am 11 years old. I'm an

only child and was born prematurely at 29 weeks. I have a

very strong personality and don't care what other people

think of me because I know I am beautiful and special in

God's eyes and that is all that matters. My mom and dad

always says I know exactly what I want. I'm not a big

spender, I would rather save my money.

My favorite time is me time where I can pamper myself with

facial masks and all the other stuff girls like. Here are a few

other things I like to do; playing board games , hide and

seek, ice skating with my friends, and definitely Tik Tok. My

username is mikayla_goncalves.

I'm enrolled in acrobatics and lyrical dancing. I achieved

North Gauteng colours in acrobatics. I like to help people if

they need help with decorating at birthday parties.

I was baby of the year for Dischem in 2010. I did modeling for

a short time at Vogue Catwalk Models. I competed in Miss

Petite Montana and came 3rd. My plans for this year are to

finish grade 6 in the difficult times we are growing up in.

Competing at Provincial and National acrobatics . My

dream would be to be an ambassador for a clothing

company.

My mom took the photo, Christien Goncalves

Kiani (Photo left)

Photo Credit: Carel Nicolaas

Photography 

Our story is Kiani is our

rainbow baby after we lost

our 1st born at 4 weeks

pregnant... At 35 weeks and

1 day my water broke, go to

the hospital the doctor could

just stop it for few days at 35

weeks and 6 days is our little

daughter born on the 25th

September 2020 and in NICU

for 12 days... after that she's

just growing and getting

bigger by the day...

Caitlyn (Photo left)

Photo credit: Nadia Myburg

Photography

I plan on doing my best in
school. And I want to help
those in need especially
kids who are bullied,
everyone is unique and
special.

I also want to focus on my
hobbies and learn news
skills. I love modeling and
hope to get very far with
my modeling.

South African kids making their mark!
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